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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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Popular Tampan~~·~ca,
·Has Fatal Heart Hac

ADMINISTRATOR SURPRISED WITH 60TH BIRTHDAY PARTY
Recently, family members, friends, and .colleagues gathered at the Rhapsody Ballroom to surprise Henry "Shake"
Washington for his 60th birthday. "Shake" thought he was going to the couple's weekly dance lessons only to walk into
a room filled with well-wishers. Since he was dressed in Black and White, the guests were .as well, including
Hillsborough County School ~uperintendent MaryEllen Elia. After watching a video recapping his life, the attendees
enjoyed an evening of dancing and socializing . .Shown in this photograph from left to right are: his son and daughter-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Henry (Ivy) Washington, daughter, JaMia Washington, and the guest of honor and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry (Cheryl) Washington. (Photograph by Lomax Mcintyre).

Adopted~ Pasta~ . Hopes

His Story Sways Others
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E. Tampa Bd. Apps.
Being Accepted

Tampa Entertainer
Appears In Movie
·. SEE. PAGE 9 . '
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Man Loses Vabiclas~
Aftar Cocaine Bust ..... .... .;~
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Report Indicates Increased
Competition For Contracts
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
In an annual report released
by the School District's Office
of Supplier Diversity, Hillsborough County Public·
Schools recruited more qualified vendors, increased bid
participation by small businesses, and re-invested millions of taxpayer dollars with ,
local businesses.
Minority Business Manager
with the Officer of Supplier
Diversity, Henry Ballard,
said they have had over an
82% increase over the previous year.
"This was truly a record
breaker. We have ~orne business owners who've won
more than a million dollars in
contracts
·and
some
$100,000 and more."
"Superintendent MaryEllen Elia said she wants to
increase participation even ...
more."
'
Bob Morrison, Small
Business Consultant with the
School District, said 66 companies earned $100,000 or
more each, and they wer~ all.
certified small businesses, ·
. "Not only were there lot
of businesses' at the table,
they all walked away with .
something."
Ballard said before they

a

HENRY BALLARD.

initiated this effort, they
wanted to make sure the
house was in order.
"When you start something
like this, you have to get it
done."
"This effort has kept these
small businesses in opera- ·
tion. We try to expedite; our
services so they can prQ.sper
and move on and be sucC'essful. When you're a small-business with so much overhead,
we don't. want .them to have
to worry about getting paid..
from a lack of contracteq •.
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services."
Ballard said all of the
businesses are encouraged to
return and continue to do
business with the School District.
"As we move on, we're still
trying to expand and stay inside the law. The tax dollars
are being reinvested in the
economy, and that benefits
everyone."
·Morrison said the reason ·
they will continue to 'expand
is because Mrs. Elia has
asked Ballard and his team
to meet with the school principals. .
"At the end of fiscal year
2007, school principals spent
over $40 million. The superintendent has made it a priority to work with the
principals. This means more
opportunities for everyone."
In attracting more vendors,
that insures greater competition to drive down pricing, hicrease accountability for fair
distribution of discretionary
spending, and increase effi·ciency, accordii:tg to the report.
· · 'f4.e report 'also indicates
that '11 construction ·managers achieved:. br exceeded
the district's expectation of
~o.%• ;Small Business Enterprise, contractor utilization. ·
· .. Morrison said a lot of
work ctmldn't have been done
Without the work of the Hills·'! borough Bra~ch NAACP, its
· president, Cqrtis Stokes,
and Economic .Development
Chairman, Jos~ph Robinson.
"This is a first of ·its kind
partnership and shows how
an advocacy organization and
a government agency can
work together for the better
interest of the cotnmunity."
For more information on
the Office of Supplier Diversity, call Henry Ballard at
(813) 635-1240*:.
•

Three Council Members
Outvoted To lift Water
Use Restrictions
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
A weeklong rain has improved the levels of the Hillsborough River and the
reservoir, but not enough to
lift the water use ban imposed ,
by the Tampa City Council.· • ~ i. :; ·
At least, that was the opinion of the majority of Council .:·
member's . Thursday, when , ..
they voted to let the restrictions stay as they are.
·. In April, Council members
agreed to institute some of the
toughest restrictions ever for
residents. Sprinklers · are
THOMAS SCOTT
banned under the new rules,
City Council Chairman
.....voted to continue there- ·
arid hand watering is allowed
strictions.
only once a week · during
overnight hours.
Objecting were Councilman John Dingfelder,
Councilman Joe Caetano,
and.COtincilwoman Linda
Saul-Sena.
Council members Thomas
Scott, Gwen Miller, Mary
Mulhern and Charlie Miranda all voted to let the restrictions remain.
Councilman Dingfelder
was ~damant in·. his requ~st,
saying they should take the
advice of their staff in lifting
the ban.
Mayor Pam Iorio agreed
with the majority and felt the
GWEN MILLER
restrictions should remain as ·
City Council Pro-Teri-1
they are.
.•...voted to continue thereAppearing before the Counstrictions
cil to plead their case were
owners oflandscaping and irlines for city residents, irrigarigation businesses. They
tion of t~rf is only allowed by
want the ban lifted to allow
hand watering, with one hand
watering for new construction
held shutoff nozzle, or a' Wc_tand landscape projects.
The Southwest Florida Mantering can or pail. Other restrictions ca·n ·be . found by
agement District (SWIFTMUD) .also hasn't eased on
linking on to th~ · website,
their imposed ban, in accorwt..w.hillsboroughcounty.org
dance with the Council.
/waterfrestricti'ons/ city'wa- Under SWIFTMUD guideter.cfni.

~, . I

Groundbreaking For·walkwa_
v·
Between librarv And School Planned
On Friday, May 29th, at 1
p.m., the Hillsborough
County Commission and
School Board members, administration and staff wiil
host a groundbreaking ceremony for a much-needed,
covered walkway. The walkway will directly connect
Robert W. Saunders, Jr.
Branch Library, 1505 'N. Nebraska Avenue, and Booker
T. Washington Elementary
School.

The project is scheduled
for completion in the ·sum. mer, so students will then
have safer and easier'access
to the library. In addition,
students cannot access the library during inclement
weather without a covered
walkway.
':fhe cost of this joint project is $10o,ooo, paid by the
Hillsborough County Board
of County Commissioners
and construction provided by

the School Board of Hillsborough County.
Students from Booker T.
Washington · · Elementary
School and members from
the Friends of the Library of
Tampa-Hillsborough County
will also be on hand to help
break grOund.
For more information
about this event, residents
should call Library Services
at 813-273-3652.
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Communitv Advisorv ~

.Pastor Adopted Bv Foster
Parents Hopes His Storv
Influences Others
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Pastor Moses Brown is
well known throughout the Bay
area for his "Feed Our Children
Ministry, l!l.C:·~ program. N!JW,
he has added another level of
service to his resume.
As Pastor Brown looks
his life, he 'vreitli'zes" ~~back
that it could have taken a different turn if not for the love of
foster parents, the late Leroy
and Annette Brown. Today,
he shares his story in hopes
that it will influence others to
attend a .meeting and learn
about serving as foster parents.
The m,eeting will be held on
Thursday, May 28th, from 6
p.m. until 8 p.m. at Central
City YMCA, 110 E. ~aim Avenue. Hillsborough Kids, Inc.,
(HKI) and Gulf Coast Community Care are ~ponsoring the ~
meeting.
Pastor Brown was born to
a teenage mother w~o was living with an older sister. The

o'ter

PASTOR MOSES BROWN
... Urges Parents To Attend
Meeting
family was very poor . and
couldn't afford a child. His
mother left h~ at the hospital. ,
But, a doctor at the hospital
knew of a·family taking ii:t foster . children and contacted
them.' Mr. and Mrs. Brown .
accepted the infant as a.foster
child and. Mrs. .Brown named
him Moses because she said
she pulled him from the bul-

Committee Applications _i

Being Accepted

(813) 242-3807 and online
at TampaGov.net.
rushes.
The purpose of the CAC is
The Browns eventually
to insure that the interests of
adopted him and raised him as
residents, property owners,
their own. "I salute and honor
businesses and other stakeboth of these strong women.
holders are represented in
My mother did what was in my
key decisions relating to the
best interest and let me. live.
Comprehensive developShe looked in the abyss and
ment Plan and budget for
hoped something good would
their area. The East Tampa
could_ofit. My adopted mother
Community Advisory Comstepped up to the plate and
mittee provides input and
raised me. ·
makes recommendations to
"Now, I'm .hoping that other
city staff and tqe Commuparents will attend this meetnity Redevelopment Agency
ing and find out what is reBoard concerning their area.
quired · to become a foster
East Tampa has one of the
parent. ' I'm encouraging as
largest Community RedevelRONALD BROOKINS .
many people as possible to step
opment Areas in the State of
up. I'll get them signed up and
: Florida.
work with them through the
The length of servic~ for a
The 2009 Nominations
CAC member is generally 2
process so they don't get stag- Committee for the . East
nated in the system."
years. Initi~Lterms can pe
Although ·he knew th~t he Tampa Community Revitalstaggered ,between ~ and 4
Partnership
was adopted, because he grew ization ·
years. An additional 2 year
up in a hoine, Pasto. r Brown (ETCRP) Community Adviterm is allowed if the East
sory Committee (CAC) is
knew that there was a .serious
Tampa Partnership and
·
now accepting applications.
need for fos~er parenting, but.
The d®dline for submit- . lc Community Redevelopment
didn't realize its e.xtent until he
Agency Board support reaptalked to a child in foster care. ting app:lications is Friday, ,,it pointment. . ·
"I had t~ rt;~.i.r~~t.my focus June ~~·· 200 9 at 5 p.m. ~ The CAC meets every other
after meeting ~-'!~il<i who had close ofi::~~Isiness day.
month·;~with general partThe ct:8mpleted applicanership meetings and sublost the care, pf;his parents. · tions can -be submitted to
After meandering_ through the
committee
meetings
·
. the Office of the City Clerk
··
.
h
.
red tape over two . years,r.one ' ·
scheduled
monthly.
•
mall.or and dehv. d the'r··
. by postal
day a f ami.1y .opene
l · '
d
·
2009
NominaThe
ETCRP
. ch'ld
· · 8ume
...,._
ere to 315 East Kennedy
1 ren.
horne t o s:tOS t er
tions and Elections are
· t o· th e syst em an' d · · Boulevard,
3rd
Floor,
k1'ds ge t m
being.
coordinated by com,:-,::!... • Tampa, FL, 33602. Comcan 't get ou t,
mittee members S~m Mobpleted apphcatwns can be
P as t or Brown· sm'd ; th··ls~' £
d
h Offi
f h
ley, Betty J . Bell, Gloria
child ~ was fortunate in · that
axe to t e
Ice o t ~
Davis, J ohnetta GoldCity
Clerk
at
(813)
274-8306
someone took him in. How-·
smith,
Brenda Mobley
· ever, other children actu~lly or emailed to Sonya.Johnand
Rona
ld Brookins.
grow up and reach the age of son@Tampagov.net.
All
questions
are to be diApplications to serve on
maturity in the system. Other
rected to the committee
the ETCRP CAC are availAfrican American
. ... and .bi-racial able at the East Tampa Dechairman,
Ronald
children end up in white foster
Brookins at (813) 1446velopment
Office,
3808
homes. ·
2225, or Sam Mobley at
He said he understands that North 22nd Street, Tampa,
(813) 628-4243·
foster parenting is not for Florida 33610. Please call
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everyone and everyone is not
, conducive to being .a foster
parent. But, he feels that if peopie talk about the seriousness
-·-orfh~ -issue; it may ·rntiuence~
· others "1PO are.
,.
t. ~~ithank God e..;er)idayforthe
· lat.~ • J,.~roy ,an,.<! An.m!tte .
·- ·-Br~Wn for . opening· their
home to me. 'I'm pleading to
those who read this article to
be proactive in making a difference in the lives of teens and
children who are a reflection of
ourselves.
"Everyone wants a place to
call nome. If the community
comes together, we can eradicate the orphan system," Pastor Brown said. Anyone
wishing to obtain more information can contact Pastor
Brown at (813) 784-1021. ·
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·Tamna Wr' iter~s. Allianc~e.
Meeting Planned
The Tampa Writer's Alliance
If you would·li~~.to J>~ltic,i
J;las Il;lany meetings monthly,
pate, bring xerox ·fopi~s· f@r
everyone (at least ·18). · For
but Poetry is often most fun
·further iriforma.tion, contact
and meets the 4th Thursday
.-Poetry G1;oup ~hair Warner
of each month from 7-9 pm at
Barn~s & Noble, 11802 Nmth · . Conari:o~· ::1)¥ ·: e:mail at
Dale Mabry, Tampa. Dates to. · warrie1:oc;Oil_artoil@iu~tscape
remember are: May 28, June
.com or, for directi01}S, call
Ptiblidty Chair Adele Ida
25, and July 23, 2009.
Prospective members and
Walter at (813) 932-6go2.
guests of members are welMichael Darling (813) 6<b:
come to attend and even read
1615, is president of the or- ~
a poem.
ganization.
~
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rispus Attucks was indeed, the first to die during the American Revolution, but he was by no
means, the first Black man to serve in the
American military. For, that honor goes to hundreds
if not thousands of unseen Black men and surely,
Black women who shouldered muskets and answered colonial America's call. So, seemingly, the
face of the American sentinel - one of the ones who
have always volunteered to keep home safe and integrit)r clean - has always been a Black face. And on
this Memorial Day, we,and all of America are grate- ·
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The .Soul Patrol .

Opening Old Wounds
can't help but wonder
Jennifer
what
Porter was thinking
when she decided to apply for
, early termination of her probation. If nothing else, she
should have thought about
her timing.
As parents, children of parents, neighbors, friends, and
strangers that make up any
community, we do forget
things. We might forget
where we placed our keys, we
might forget an appointment,
we may not remember where
·we placed that all-important
. infonnation, and we might
even forget where we put that
thingamabob with the directions to that thingamajig.
We don't forget the things
that tear at our hearts and
. force people to take sides. We
don't forget horrific accidents
--- especially those involving
children.
Had Ms. Porter been

I

thinking, she would have reworked in the neighborhood
alized that barely a month
and taught children the ages
had passed since Ms.
of her children every day.
In the days following the
Melissa Wilkins relived the
accident, Ms. Wilkins had
· memory of the events that
to accept an avalanche of intook place on March '31,
formation · that she had no
2004: It was on that day that
idea was coming her way and
Ms. Wilkins' whole world
was
surely not prepared to
blew apart with a single teleaccept.
phone Ca.ll.
.
· In the days that followed,
On that day, everything she
Ms.
Wilkins had to will herhad ever believed in was sudself
to
do something that no
denly being questioned. She ·
parent
wants to ever do --had to face the fact that four
she had to find the strength
of her children had been
from somewhere within to
struck by a car. She then had
bury her children. · . ,
to accept the fact that two of -~
And a little more than a
those children died from the
' month ago, Ms. Wilkins reinjuries they sustained . .
lived it all over again on the
She had to somehow accept
anniversary of the accident.
the fact that the person re-· It seems that ·once again,
sponsible didn't even think .
Jennifer . Porter only
enough about those young
thought of herself. It's obvilives to stop. As the days unous she didn't realize or
folded, she then had to abdidn't care . that when you
open old wounds, they take
sorb the news that the culprit
longer to heal the second
was none other than an eletime around.
mentary school teacher who

your hearing, implied that they
were making a lethal injection
No, we do not favor war. No sane society leaps to
needle engraved with your initials.
·
take its best' and brightest to be ground up like hamBut, if I were you, I would
burger meat on some uncharted battlefield. For,
not worry about that just yet.
that is not the real way' to make and maintain a na- -·The average death row inmate
tion. But by the same token, our staff recognizes that
exhausts 10-15 years worth of
appeals before the State finally
gets a chance to load them up
we Amencans would have no freedom. For, there _ .
.
with the three-juice cocktail.
would be no America.
D
...____ea_r_Lo
_ s_e_r _ __ _ __ _ twi
-.-s-te_d_l-itt_l_e_m_i_n_d-.------Until then, you might .want
So, we salute Bla~k soldier~, ~lave a~.d free, who
Man, I Just finished
"Bruh, it can't be fun being
to tighten up your fighting
battled not only agautst Amenca s enemies, but who
reading your story in
in your shoes. The most hated
skills. I know you're an animal
battled for their own salvation and· freedom. We the paper and I have to say,
person on the planet. Tell roe,
when it comes to beating up on .
women. But going up against
salute the memory of Black _sailors, airmen, I'm appalled. It took me a
how does it feel to have child
full-grown men who hate baby
marines, National Guard and Coast guard. We stand while to get through it because
rapists even look down their
killers, that may take a little
at attention to give our gratitude to countless, name- it was hard for me to stomach
noses at you?
· more preparation. On second
less Black men who never made it home but still re- _the brutality of the in formaI hope you at least treated
thought, protective custody
main in fields andjungles where they laid their lives tion I ~as gathering.
your mother with kindness.
. may be the route ·you want to
down so that we might awaken free each day. We
The 1dea that someone could
Because, right about now, your
go.
• '
actually take a 3-month-old
face is one that only she could
pause, and th
• e tears we weep are smcere and sacred. child and toss him out of the
love.
BQt hey, you're a tough guy.
For' we realiZe that because of your patrol, the Soul window of a moving car is un- ·
My faith tells me I'm supYou can handle it, right? I
Patrol, the shores of America will remain a place for fathomable. I wondered what
posed to forgive you. No passmean, you were tough enough
dreamers and poets. And for that reason. among went through your mind at the
ing
of
judgment
or
to take a child from his
mother's arms and treat him
others, this is our t~ast to you!i
verY moment .w.l\,en_yo9 ·h«¥d •• stone-tossing. Just prayer for
like trash.' Surely, y'r;n'~e hard
this shivering, scared baby in
your soul. But in all honesty,
enough to deal with the out_ your hands. Did you even once
when I think about your accome.
_.
think of how terribly cruel it
tions, _compassion is the furThe long prison sent~nce,
would be to end such a beautithest thing from my mind.
followed by the possibility of_
ful new life so cdld-bloodedly?
. Part of me wants the courts
being put to death and ending
YolJ told the media that it
to disregard the legal process
with you screaming: through
was all a part of some "dirty
and allow the baby's family to
the gates of SHEOL (Hades),
game." And regardless of how
continuously throw you out of
this is what you signed up for.
the back of a speeding dump
hard I try, I still can't figure
You said it yourself, "It's a
out what game you're talking
truck onto hot asphalt. I know
dirty game." Now accept what
about. The dope-game? The
· it's not right. But, to me, it's
comes with losing.
con-game? The pimp-game?
the kind of justice a crime like
Yours Truly,
Monopoly? Chess? Chec~--- yours deserves.
Karma
So, what are you going to do
Spades?
Send comments to:
None of these so-called
now? I guess you didn't think
See Them In The Special
Clarence Barr, II, 43110games have anything to do
this thing all the way through
018, F. C. I. Bennettsville,
with kidnapping and murderwhen you were playing Billy
May 29th Edition
P. 0. Bo:c 52020,
ing infants. I can only assume
Baddass, did you? I can only
Bennettsville, S. C., 29512
that it was a part of some sick
imagine the mess you made in
or email cbarr2@oasisnovyour pants when the judge, at
sport you created in your
els.com.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TITHE
2009 GRADUATESI
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Pictures From The Past
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Ready for dinner are Carolyn Hill, Mrs. Frankie Jones and Rosena Hays.

Attending the Florida State Fair were Willie Solomon and
Tracy Peavy of Clearwater.

,
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In this photo are Patricia Williams and 'Herritan Bro:\.'ton at
the Bronzettes Anniversary Dance.
,
·.:
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In this photo from the past makj.ng:plans for the 'Omega' Ball are Attorney Delano Stewart, the
late Judge 'George Edg~omi ariil.I»rs ..Doretha Wynn Edgecomb. ..
·
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All of these children came to wish George, Mary and Kimberly McGirth happy birthday.
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Women With Sons Serving Druu
SentencQs Organize Group
Shirley Copeland and
Brunette Barker have
been very active with the
organization, Families
Against
Mandatory
Minimum
Sentencing
(F.A.M.M.). Both women
have sons serving prison
sentences
under
Mandatory
Minimum
Sentencing guidelines.
For more than 4 years,
the women have tired to
garner local support by
hosting meetings in an
effort to appeal to legislators to get the state laws
changed.
"Turnout was so poor at
the meetings, now the
national organization will
only hold meetings when
they feel it deemed appropriate," srud Ms. Barker.
"Very feyv would show up
for the meetings, and the
ones ·who did come weren't
African American;" said
Mrs. Copeland.
Both ladies said African
Americans give up· so
quickly'and forget that it's
Blacks that make up most
of the prison population,
and most are in prison on
drug charges.
"To get ·action, you need
people to come out and be
represented," said Mrs.
Copeland. ·: ··
"The unjust sentencing is
still going on, and the
courts have become a
revolving door. You have to
be able to hire an attorney
to have a chance."

Shirley Copeland (left) and Brunette Barker.

FoJmer Housing Board
·Member Speaks Out On
Central Park Redevelopment

GERALD WHITE
... wants partnership dissolved between T.H.A. and
Bank of America

LEROY MOORE
... said there is no problem
with the T.H.A. and Bank of
America partnership.

On April 16, 2009,
that the Bank of America
Ms. Barker said she
islation to get the laws
Roxanne
Amoroso,
won't have to pull out. If
fears for her son.
. changed, but they can't do
Senior Vice President for
necessary, they will termi"He's developing more
it alone. They need the
the
Bank
of
'
America's
nate them.
serious mental problems
help of the public and faroDevelopment
Corporation,
"There are issues like the
because of his incarcerailies who have sons and
addressed the Tampa City
market declining and the
tion and the way he's
daughters serving long
C.ouncil on the Central
competitiveness of obtaintreated. He's been in the
sentences on drug charges.
Park redevelopment proing outside sources of revprison system for 15 years.
"It's amazing that drug
ject. She told the Council
enue that have slowed
"He has a history of mencharges will bring you a
that they are still standing
things down.
tal illness, but none of that
longer sentence than some
strong with hopes the pro"As far as we're conwas considered when they
violent crimes," said Ms.
ject will begin as soon as
cerned, the bank has fulpossible.
filled its obligation to us.
put him in prison."
Barker~
It's not a matter of them
On May 14, 2009, former
Mrs. Copeland adds
"Someone needs to look
Tampa
Housing
Authority
pulling
out. If they weren't
that a lot of inmat~s need · into how the drugs are getboard
member,
Gerald
doing
what
we expect of
\'ti mental health help;; not to
ting into our· communities
White,
addressed
the
them,
we
would
terminate
be locked away.
L fi.
and into· the · country. If
Council
and
was
critical
of
the
agreement.
We're
both
"I think more tliiin 50% . they make- ail effort to stop
the repeated delays in the
holding up our end of the
of inmates are m.&Wtally
that, then I'll take them·
project.
·partnership, and th~ prochallenged, ,. especially,
serious." :~
·~~~ · : ·: .· . According to a transcript .· ,·.jt,tet will get done.?
.
those who've been in for a
Ms. Barker and ·Mrs. · of the meeting, White said ' .. ' 1\io'o.re said '~ ·lot has '
long . time. Just being
Copeland said now is the.
he was very concerned
been accomplished the past
incarcerated affects yo:u.r._
ti.IJl.e for a wake up call, · . about the progress of
two years .
mental health.
:aiid' they are gong to start
Central Park and said that
''We've gotten a CRA
no progress has been made.
e_s tablished .for the area,
"To change things, we , .h~.r: own organization,
. . "If the Bank of Anlerica
. relocated the residents of
need people to come out · %milies Fighting Unjust
cannot
fulfill
its
obligations
Central Park Village, and
and let their voices .be · . Laws (~FUL)."
as
a
·
partner
with
the
razed
all the buildings. For
heard. That's the only way ... The Obama Administra-.
Tampa
Housing
Authority,
White
to say nothing is
to get the laws changed." · ' tion· has signaled a sharp
the
Housing
Authority,
happening
is just not accuF.A.M.M. is pushing leg- . departure - from
two
City of Tampa, and the
rate."
decades of federal policy
Board . of
County
Roxanne Amoroso said
and called on Congress to
Commissioners needs to
company policy prohibits
close the huge. disparity in
strongly consider pulling
her from making a com- ·
prison sentences for those
out of the agreement, and
ment about White's statedealing crack cocaine verallow the federal government.
sus . powdered cocaine,
ment to redevelop that
Reporter Leon B.
according to an article that
property."
·
Crews can be reached at
Tampa Housing Autho(818) 248-0724, or eappeared in the Chicago
rity ·Chief Operating
maiJ~~~~.lcrews@flsenTribune. ·
Officer, Leroy Moore, said
timiLciom. ·
Anyone interested in
joining this effort can email Mrs. Copeland at
shii-leycopeland@live.com.
or Ms. Barker at 1fli:eQn. v@n
.
~
spu:~etzero.com.
'
. . Super Saturday Event
A rally is being planned
A Great Business Opportunity
with the date and location ...
to be announced later.
Reporter Leon B.
Crews can be reached at
P~M.
(818) 248-0724, ·or eHilton Tampa Airport Westshore
mailed at lcrews®flsen2225 North Lois Avenue
tineLcom.
<
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Family and friends of Minister Mary E. May paused briefly to celebrate her special day. A birthday celebration planned by members N
of the board of the prayerline ministry was held at Beulah Baptist Institutional Church. The program was filled with singing, ringing of the 511
N
phone, lots oflaughter, praying and expressions of blessings. Of course, there was an array of delectable foods. (Photos by James MeAl-

g

lister)

Birthday wishes to a wonderful father,·you are #1.
We love you dearly.
Daughters, VIrginia (John)
and Theresa, special friend,
Mary Johnson, family and
friends.

CD

Members of the Board of the Mary E. May Intercessory
Prayerline Ministry from left to right are: Wynie Best, Maryse
Dixon, Joan Dawson, honoree, Minister Mary E. May, Ozie L.
Brown, Yvonne McGriff, Shirley Monroe, Dr. Loretta Johnson,
Carol Bafford; and not shown, Faye Patrick, Ruby Cutler, Ann
Mutcherson Mary E. Smith and Sandra Stergan.

Evangelist Ann SankeyWhite attended the birthday
party.

RevereQd Wendell Pope at
the birthday celebration for
Minister May.
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"The Voice Of Our
Community,
Spe"king For Itself"
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Family members who attended the birthday celebration included Morgan Bennet, Carmen Singleton and Amanda Mott.
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Brenda McAllister presented a collage of photos to Minister c:
m
May from James McAllister.
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SundayJune21,20096PM
Crowne Plaza
Tampa Westshore
5303 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida
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Your Name: ·
----------------------------------Your Telephone Number:---:------Candidates Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Candidates Telephone Number:
·
The 100 Black Men ofTampa Bay operates under the 4 for the Future initiatives;

Mentorlng, Education, Economic Development, Heahh and Wellness
Which of these areas does your Candidate most qualify for?
_Mentorlng
_Education
_Economk Development
_Health and Wellness

~

.- ~eatu~ing " _.
2009 Father of the Year Award Presentation ·
. . : Food and Edu-Tainment
- i
100 Bla_~k Men of Tampa Bay Pinning Ceremony ·.

$30 per individual
or $50 per couple
Reserve Your Seat
Online at
ww~.100bmtb.org
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Co"'e a~ · : ·_-· ~: · _ . , ·;~ ·;,· ~ ~· · ·.. .·' · · · ~, .. ·. · E~~nt' d Tr~at Your Father to:r<an Extraordinary
the Entire Family will Enjoy!~! .
Tldlets are only
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Tune in and Usten Live
to WTMP 11 SOAM/96.1 FM
for Date with the Doctor
Hosted by James Cole
and Dr. Ayer-Cole
Sunday Mornings @ 830
for your Chance to win
Free Tickets

Entries Must Be Submitted by: June 7, 2009
Submit Your Entries Online by going to www.1 OObmtb.org
or
Mail Form to:
100 Black Men of Tampa Bay
3837 Northdale Blvd #165
Tampa, Fl33624
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.Annual Mother's oav Picnic In The Park

Family members and friends gather in MacFarlane Park to celebrate Mother's Day. There's plenty of food and fun to celebrate the mothers in the family. (Photography
by Brunson)

:l

t-

Pretty Rickey and Daryl"Woody'' Woods enjoying the park.
Valerie Pearce, Freddie Shellman and Rosa Lee Shellman
prepare for the Mother's Day Picnic in MacFarlane Park.

Young people enjoying the
picp.ic, Darielle, also known
as Dede, and Naritza, also
known as Jadie.
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Mary, Shela and Diane at the Mother's Day Picnic.
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Tony G. just chilling.
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Young men who assisted with the food were Rawlo, Sammy,
Adrian Wright and Corey Singleton.

.

Coun

Negro Women 1. ·V·'

Spring Fling Yard Sale Fundraiser
Join NCNW to sell or
~~!!!!.m

Storm and Adrian Blount at the Mother's Day Picnic.
I

DJ Sam W. kept the music
going for those in attendan(;e.

* Broadcast By WTMP
• Down To The Bone Bar-8-Q
• Children's Area

I

Local

Citizens Comment About
Porter's Hearing Request

Tampa Entertainer
Appears In Movie

Branch NAACP said, "The
NAACP is opposed to any
early termination of the
probation of Jennifer
Porter."

Jet Set Hudson, a
Central 'Park Village and
City of Tampa native,
returned to Hollywood,.
California after the inaugu- ·
ration
ceremony
of
President
Barack' ..
Obama, and immediately
got back to work.
'·· ,. · ·"
In case you hav~n•'f
noticed, in the commercial . :
promoting the new movie
released by the _Wayans
Brothers, Dance Flick;
Jet Set is seen dancing in
the Uncle Sam outfit he
This is Jet Set Hudson in
wore during the entire
his
famous Uncle Sam outBarack Obama campaign.
fit.
Jet Set also appears as a
homeless man in a scene in
actress Della Reese is the
the new Jamie Foxx
pastors and sang with her
movie, The Soloist.
gospel choir.
"You have to work hard
"I appreciate all the supin Hollywood," said · Jet
port my people in Tampa
Set. "You don't have time · · have given me,~ said Jet
to stop and celebrate your
Set via phone from
success. There's plenty to
Hollywood.
keep you busy, but nothing
· "I will be returning later
is given to you. You have to
this year unless I have
go out there and get it."
another project to work on.
Jet Set said he recently
Right now, I'm just trying
had the honor of performto stay as active and busy
ing at a church where
as I can."

BY llUS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Shortly after 7 p.m., on
March 31, 2004, four
children were struck by a
hit and run driver as they
attempted to cross a nDrth
Tampa street. Two of the
children died as. a result of
their injuries.
... 't
Nearly a month after the ~~,
accident,
28-year-old M
Jennifer Porter, then an
elementary teacher in the
Hillsborough
County
School District, surrenMs. Twanda E. Bradley
dered. Following a trial,
said, "I'm appalled that
she was sentenced to 2
Jennifer is requesting a
years house arrest and 3
years probation.
reduction of her diminutive
On Thursday," Ms.
sentence. What makes her
Porter appeared before a
think she should get
judge requesting early terEXTRA special treatment
mination of her probation.
for ending someone's life!
Her request was denied.
She was in the field (educaSome Hillsborough
tion) of helping children.
County residents shared
Instead, she kills them and
their opinion on whether
continues to show how litthe early terminatio-n
tle she cares about children
should have been _approved.
by asking for the reduction."

Attorney Clinton Paris
said, "Justice is more than
punishment. Justice also
includes repairing the damage a criminal causes to the
community at large. That is
why the State Attorney
brings charges against
criminals on behalf of the
people.
."Ms. Porter brought to
an end two young lives and
deeply injured the community by her crime. The
resulting outcry to the initial probation sentence
clearly demonstrated the
community did not feel justice was served to the actual
victims or the community.
Therefore, reducing Ms.
Porter's punishment by
ending her probation early
will do nothing to bring justice to the ·community or the
victims. Regardless of what
punishment Ms. Porter
receives from society, she is
forever sentenced to remembering the lives she ended."
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Elder Michelle Patty
said, "My opinion is· the
same now as it was when
the accident. happened.
Jennifer Porter followed
the instructions ofher parents. It was a very unfortunate accident, but that is
all it was, an accident. If
she had not left the scene,
she would never have bee!)
charged."
"Her parents should be
serving jail time and I don't
understand why they are
not. They should be behind
bars. They .tampel'ed with
eVidence, hid her car; and ·
they should have been sent
tojail." ' .
"Since this has brought so
much hurt to the community JeDDifer Porter should
· have just rode out the
remainder of her probation
and not attempted to have
it terminated early." ·

Curtis Stokes, President
of the Hillsborough County
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Ms. Chris Dingle said,
only received 3 years
of probation, was on house
arrest 2 years and was
given 500 hours of community service. How much
leniency does the poor little .
white girl need? There are
two dead kids that won't
get leniency or a chance at
life and· a mother who will
always suffer the loss of
her children."
~She

I'EER 1-RESSURE
<:ONFIDENCE
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.' Howard Harris -·s aid,
"Christians should forgive
Jennifer Porter (dance
teacher) and Michael Vick
(football player) and let
them get on with their
lives."
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KING BOULEVARD 8APTIST CHURCH

'"'Jll

. Sunday, May 31, 2·0 09
4p.m.

Carl WIU'I"eel, Sr., said,
· "Judge Barbar did the
right thing. It was a good
day for . the African
American community when
the Court in exercising its ·
discretion refused to accept
the pro se motion for an
early termination of
Jennifer Porter's probation. Again, the Court's
rejection was a fair and
just thing to do."

· . AI Lopez Park ·
Ms. Tonya Lewi• said,
"It· saddens me to see the
judicial system would even
consider her early termination...l:,bere are many people
on probation, and the system says 'no.' I think she
needs to serve her full term.
Three years of probation for
her crime was a slap on the
wrist to her. Wh e n the
crime for anyone else would
have been prison."

Recreation Center
4810 N. Hines Ave.,
__ Tampa

(B':'ilding is Air Eond:t!~n~~)
Theme: •Leadership oflove Is
needed In God's world tod~
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Sir Charles Concen Held On Mother's Dav Weekend

The Tampa community came out in full force Mother's Day Weekend to attend the King of Southern Soul Sir Charles Concert. Sir Charles and his Live
Band appeared at Tampa Live.
~
During the evening, the artist entertained the crowd with his hit single, "Is Anybody Lonely." The event took place Tampa Live. Floyd Joy, Mr. Bull
t- Winkle, and Jomama Johnson were the hosts. (Photographs by Julia Jackson and Brunson).
·
U)

FLOYD JOY RIVERS
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Ms. Vanessa Carswell and Ms. Valencia Brown were among
those at Tampa Live on Mother's Day Weekend for the Sir
Charles Concert.
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personality : · .,J omama ··
Johnson was a'host for the
show during-Mother's Day
Weekend at Tainpa Live•.
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Among those out for an evening of fun during the Mother's
Day Weekend were: Ms. Tanya Jackson, Ms. Chrishander
Mosley, and Ms. Angela Mill~dge.
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Ms. Roschell Bethune and Daryl Godwin took in the Sir
Charles Concert at Tampa Live during the Mother's Day
Weekend.

.
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· Ms. Faye and Downtown
Willie Brown .attended the
· Sir Charles · Concert at
Tampa Live• . '

.
.
Among the ladies stepping out Mother's Day Weekend for an
evening of entertainment were: Carol, Yvette, Jennifer, and
Minnie.

3602 7th Avenue *Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719
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Keys Made

Latex Flat White Paint.. ...........$5.99 gal.
Oil Outside White Paint.. ........$14.90 gal
:Roller Pan Set.. ....................... $3.49 ea.
3" Brushes.....~ ........................... 99¢ ea.
LIMIT 2WITH THIS AD ONLY!!'

Eli attended the Sir
Charles Concert at Tampa
Live.

Among those in attendance at the King Of Southern Soul Sir
Charles Mother's Day Weekend was Jeanette, Mary, and Rick.

--------------------------------~------------------------------~~
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Presidential Award
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

SHONCRUMP
Newborn

SHONCRUMP
At 13 Years Old

Look who turned 13, May 2oth! Shon Crump, our Honor Student at Greco Middle School.
May God bless you with many more. Keep up the good work.
Love, mom and dad.

MS. CATT, MOOKA
And DEEM
Mama, have a blessed and
wonderful day.
We love you, Kadeem and
Malik. Oh yeah! Enjoy your
vacation.

Teen Poetrv Night To Be Held
On Friday, May 29th, the
Hillsborough County Arts
Council, in conjunction with
The International Bazaar, will
present Heard 'Em Say Teen
Poetry Night-2 Year Anniversary Show and Poetry Slam.
The event will be at the International ·Bazaar, 2010 East
Busch Boulevard, inside of the
National Half Off Mattress

Building.
The event will showcase dynamic teenage poets from
Tampa, St. Petersburg, Orlando,
Ft.
Lauderdale,
Gainesville, Jacksonville, and
Valdosta, Georgia.
Many of the teenagers slated
to appear are featured in
HBO's documentary on youth
in America, Brave New Voices.

Several of them have competed and placed in competitions all over the United
States.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. for
the 8 p.m. performance, which
is free and open to the public.
For more information, contact Walter Jennings at
(813) 833-4186.

As the final days of the school
year approach, students find
out to what level they have excelled during the awards program. One Tampa youngster
became the only sth grade student at his school to capture an
award signed by the Barack
Obama, President of the
United States of America.
Eleven-year-old
Zonte
Bryant, a student at Roland
Park K-8 School, was presented
an award from the President's
Education Awards Program.
The award bears the President's seal displaying an eagle
with outstretched wins. The
caption says, "President's
Award For Educational Excellence."
It bears his name and says it
is presented "In recognition of
Outstanding Academic Excellence 2009." It is President
Barack Obama, Arne Dun- ·
can, U.S. Secretary of Education, and Dave Burgess,
Principal of Roland Park K-8.
The letter accompanying the
award signed by President
Obama said in part, "I am delighted to join your family,
friends, and community in con- ·
gratulating you on receiving the
President's Education Award.
By ear~ing this honor, you have

ZONTEBRYANT

... Wins Award Signed By
President Obama

shown a deep personal commitment to educational excellence and I commend you for
your hard work.
Nothing is more importa
to our Nation's long-term su
cess than educating our
leaders."
The only child of Ms.
Mallinda Green, Zonte has
a longstanding fondness
subjects that most students
away from. Zonte loves b
math and science. He was also
presented an award for outstanding achievement in math.
His mom said Zonte is a
- membe'r of New Salem Primitive Baptist Church, where he
enjoys attending service and
Bible Study.
Zonte is unsure of what the
future holds, but for now, he is
content excelling in his favorite
subjects and has a curiosity
about how electronic ·
work.

UFE RUNS ON ENERGY..

We can help you find the balance between comfort and conservation.
Participate in
our free Home
Energy Aud1t
and receive etghl

t;~:...

.. . :

Balancing the comforts of life with the need to save en~rgy is easier with energy-efficiency programs like Tampa Electric's free Home Energy
Audit. Just for participating, you'll receive eight free compact fluorescent light bulbs. Learn more about this and other conservation programs,
including Energy PlannersM, Heating and !j~I!I'Jg, Ductwork and

more, at tampaelectric.com.

energy-sav1ng
light bulbs.

Our energy-efficiency programs are some of the many ways we're balancing increased demands for electricity with our commitments to .
affordable rates and environmental stewardship. We utilize diverse fuel sources, continue to explore renewable energy options, and are making
a 10-year, $1.2 billion investment in cleaner processes and technology. By working together, we can all do our part.
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Sports

Marve Chooses
Boilers over Vols

~
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INDIANAPOLIS- The list of
great quarterbacks
who
have played at
Purdue
is
lengthy both
ROBERT in time and
MARVE number, from
Len Dawson, Bob Griese
and Mike Phipps in the
1950s and '60s, to current
NFL quarterbacks Drew
Brees and Kyle Orton.
Tampan Robert Marve
will try to follow in their
footsteps after deciding
he'll transfer to Purdue
instead of walking on at
Tennessee.
·
Purdue announced that
Marve
will
be
a
Boilermaker in· a news

release Thursday. He will
have two years of eligibility, starting with the 2010
season.
Purdue coach Danny
Hope said Marve immediately made Purdue a better
football program. He said
Marve has a strong, accurate arm and runs the 40yard dash in about 4.5 seconds.
Robert Weiner,
Marve's coach at Plant
High School in Tampa, said
Marve was considering
walking on at Tennessee,
and that he also visited
South Florida, Arizona
State and Nebraska.
Weiner said as many as 30
schools were interested in
Marve after he announced
he was leaving Miami.

Niners Sign
Cornerback BIV To
1-Year Deal

Bucs CB Talib Explains
Helmet Incident At Practice

SANTA
CLARA, CA
-- Veteran
cornerback
Dre'
Bly
signed a oneyear
deal
with the San
DRE'
Francisco
BLY
49ers,
who
moved quickly
to fill the spot created by
Walt Harris' knee injury.
The Denver Broncos
released Bly in a salary
dump in February after he
spent two of his 10 NFL
seasons with the club, starting all 32 games and intercepting seven passes. Bly
was chosen for two Pro
Bowls during his four seasons with the Detroit Lions,
and he won a championship
during four years with the
St. Louis Rams.

TAMPA - Tampa Bay
Buccaneers cornerback
Aqib Talib apologized to
teammates Thursday for a
helmet-swinging incident
that marred one of the
club's voluntary offseason
workouts;
The second-year pro said
he and offensive tackle
Donald Penn "let our
emotions get the best of us"
during a closed practice ., , ,
Wednesday. Talib swung ...1!'
his helmet at Penn and '<':
AQUIBTALIB
struck cornerback Torr"ie · ·.
• .# ·:..
.Cox instead.
. ; hurt worse.
"It's a family .... I'm sure
Cox, who was acting as a
a lot of us have brothers
peacemaker, was cut on the
and sisters, and you fight.
face and received stitches.
It comes with being a fami"A small altercation that
ly. We're all brothers out
kind of got bigger than we
here. Me . and Donald ,
wanted it to be," said
we're perfectly fine today.
Talib, a first-round draft
It's behind us. We're ready
pick in 2008 who also
clashed with a teammate . to work hard and move on."
Coach Raheem Morris
at the NFL rookie symposaid the matter would be
sium last year.
handled internally, though
"I've definitely got to
work on it," the 23-year-old
Talib said the entire team
ran
as
punishment
said, . adding he was
Thursday.
relieved that Cox wasn't
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.Free From Prison, Vick Arrives Home
In Virginia For Confinement
HAMPTON, VA -After
Michael Vick's first. few
frenzied hours at home,
things seemed to settle
down. 1
.
The media ranks thinned ·
out, and gawkers ·were
leaving after lingering into
the early morning hours
last Thursday, hoping for a
glimpse of the _s uspended
NFLstar.
Once the meeting with
local probation officers was
out of the.way, Vick finally
A four-vehicle caravan, with"''"' " ,...'
car, arrives in Virginia.
was reunited with his family.
.
Vick ·arriv:ed in· a black
he briefly appeared on the
in periodically with the offisport utility vehicle with · deck of his five-bedroom
cers, perhaps as early as
blackout curtains, part of a
home, as he and a probaFriday. He will also be
four-vehicle caravan carrytion officer tested the elecstarting his $10-an-hour
ing a secu_rity team and ·
tronic monitor Vick will
job a8 a construction laborothers, and cruised directly
· wear for two months.
er - a condition of his prointo a side garage. Later,
Vick will have to check
bation.
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Pistons' Hamilton sues.·
Ex-Business ·Manager
HARTFORD, Conn. -Detroit
Pistons · star
. Richard Hamilton is
ac.cusi·p.g his former busi- .
'ness manager of stealing
.about $1 million from him,
according to a 'federal lawsuit filed in Pennsylvania.
· The lawsuit was filed May
18
against
Josh
· Nochimson, who is ·also at
the center of recruiting allegations · at Connecticut,
Hamilton's alma mater.
Hamilton accuses
Nochimson of using his
credit card to purchase airline flights, game tickets
and other items. ..
Nochimson's att6rney says
· ·he hasn't. seen 'the lawsuit
and could not comment.
Hamilton led the Huskies

RICHARD HAMILTON

to a national title in 1999.
NQchimson was a student
manager for the team.
Nochimson was accused
earlier this year of providing improper gifts to entice
a basketball recruit to sign
with UConn.

813.247.5128 .
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED

No.1 Bears' Fan Obama
Shifts To Steelers For Dav
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Former Bears Star
Perrv Released
From Hospital
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WILLIAM PERRY

President Barack Obama is presented with a team jersey by
Pittsburgh Steelers President Art Rooney as Obama honored
the Super Bowl champions Pittsburgh Steelers, Thursday, May
21,2009, on the South Lawn of the White House in
.Washington.

WASHINGTON -President
Barack
Obama may be a Chicago
Bears fan at heart. But at
least on Thursday, the
Super Bowl champion
Pittsburgh Steelers were
his football favorites.
The president celebrated
the Steelers' title at a
White House ceremony.
Obama and the players
also met with wounded
U.S. service members and
assembled care packages
for troqps servir{g overseas.
~-~~\~~q . ~· ... . ...-' .·. ~ . : ~~~

Obama joked that no
matter how big those
Steeler players are, he told
them he'll aiways be a
Bears fan first. But the
president sa'id he rooted for
the Steelers over the
Arizona Cardinals in the
Super Bowl.
Steelers president Dan
Rooney campaigned for
Obama in Pennsylvania
·during last year's presidential election. In March,
Obama named Rooney as
ambassador to Ireland.

Steeler.Harrison's Pitbull
Anacks Young Son

JAMES HARRISON .

PITTSBURGH - A .pit
bull owned by Pittsburgh
Steelers linebacker James
Harrison bit his 2-year-old
son in the thigh, but the
boy is expected to recover
though he remained hospitalized Friday, the player's
agent said.
Harrison's agent,
William Parise, said that
James III was bitten after
his mother let the dog out
of its pen Thursday afternoon . . Parise wouldn't
identify the woman, but
said she and Harrison's

massage therapist also
were hurt trying to help
the boy. The massage therapist needed three stitches,
Parise said.
Parise said Harrison
was not home at the time,
but was nearby and alerted
after the dog attacked .
Parise has nof spoken to
the boy's doctors, but
Harrison · told the agent
his son likely will be hospitalized another day or two.
Parise said the boy's
injuries were "serious but
certainly not life-threatening . I think any time a
child . is injured · and
requires hospitalization,
it's a serious thing. I know
James was very concerned
about his son."
The dog was removed by
an animal control agency.
Burt Lauten, spokesman for the Super Bowl
champion Steelers said the
team is "aware of this
unfortunate situation. We
express our concern for his
family and hope that everyone involved makes a complete recovery."
I

AIKEN, SC -- William
"The Refrigerator" Perry
has been released from the
hospital after a month-long
stay for complications of a
nervous system disorder.
Aiken Regional Medical
Center
spokeswoman
Melissa Summer said the
former Chicago Bears star .
wasreleased on Wednesday
after being treated for
Guillain-Barre Syndrome.
Summer had no details
about Perry's condition
other than that doctors considered the 46-year-old
improved enough to go
home.
Perry was a 300-pound
plus defensive tackle for the
Bears' and ·scored a TD in
the team's win over New
England in the 1986 Super
Bowl.
·.. .,.~.
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Stallworth .
Arraignment'
Delaved In Fla. Case
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VELISSIA
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week's Beauty Unlimited feature is
m
-1
Velissia, and she's 18 years old and stands .
5'6" tall. Velissia says her hobbies are shop"'C
c
ping imc;t ·d ancing, and in the future she
ttl
cCJ)
~Ians ori attending Hillsborough Community
:I:
b :ollege to major in paramedics. Velissia's
.m
c
;philosophy of life is: "Money makes the
m
··world go ·around." Velissia's favorite stars
<
m
are Lil' Wayne, Plies, and Keyshia Cole. The
:a
-<
man in this young lady's life must be edu-1
c
cated and have something going for himm
self. Congratulations to Velissia as this · .en
c
week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
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DONTE' STALLWORTH

MIAMI -- Cleveland
Browns wide 1·eceiver
Donte'
Stallworth's
arraignment in Miami on
DUI manslaughter charges
has been •delayed until next · ·
month.
A judge granted prosecutors' request to delay the
arraignment from Thursday
until June 4 . Prosecutors
gave no reason for the delay
request and Stallworth's
attorney did not oppose it.
Stallworth has not yet
entered a plea to charges he
was driving drunk when he
struck and killed a pedestrian on March 14. Tests
showed Stallworth's bloodalcohol level was .126, well
above Florida's .08 limit.
The
28-year-old
Stallworth faces up to 15
years in prison if convicted.
He is free ori $200,000 bail.
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Chris Brown: Feeling
Alittle Bit countrv
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LOS ANGELES -- Chris
Brown isn't letting those
legal troubles get in the way
of him putting out some new
music.
The embattled singer
might even try to dip into
the country music world
with "Trapped in a Dream,"
a song that's being considered for his upcoming new
album.
He may go so far as to ask
a country music star or two
to appear on the track ...

Is·50 Cent Done With
Ri.ck Ross Beet;»
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50 CENT And
DJWHOOKID
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LOS ANGELES -- DJ
Whoo Kid says a 50 Cent
::;)
a:lI inixtape is right around the
..J . corner. While Fif has been
w holed up in the lab working
z with Dr. Dre on Before I
i= Self Destruct, he's found
zw time to devote some records
CJ)
to the streets.
"Fifty's done 10 freestyles,"
~ Whoo
Kid revealed. "I'm
waiting on like, two more. I
0 guess he's trying to figure
..J
LL out the title. And I've been
doing a lot of those· Radio
..J
..J

·a:

"Maybe we'll see an
appearance from Carrie
Underwood or someone
like that," Robert Allen, a
writer and producer currently
working
with
Brown, told us last night at
the BMI Pop Awards in
Beverly Hills. "It's that kind
of song."
So what's it about?
"It's just feeling like you
don't want that dream to go
away," Allen explained.
"Everybody has a dream
and you're in it, but you
wake up and you're like,
'Oh, my God.' You feel like
you're still in that dream."
Allen said Brown doesn't
talk about what's going on
. with Rihanna, who is also
spending time in the studio.
"We just focus on music," he
said. "We're just happy-golucky people who just get
into the studio as much as
possible."

Planet videos, so I'm gonna
put
together
a
radioplanet. tv 50 Cent
video. Those are ,my video
mixtapes I've been putting
out, killing the Web -waves.''
Whoo Kid also:faid that
the tape won't be C'tvoted to
50's squabbling with Rick
Ross - that's a done deal:
"The Rick Ross sh....;... 4llj 1.
outta here," Whoo Kid•-·; ,:,
described. "It's .over, h'e?s '!'. :
done his promo - 50 promot!· ' ·
ed his album very well, SO"'' ·
Rick Ross is outta here.
Now he's worried about his
own sh-. They got the Tia
book out there. That should
be the last level of anything
that has anything to do with
Rick Ross."
Whoo Kid is also working
on mixtapes by Tony Yayo,
Gucci Mane, Yung LA,
Juvenile, Snoop Dogg,
and Soulja Boy.

Rapper Jav-z
Confirms Split With
Del Jam Records

JAY-Z

NEW YORK -- There
will be no encore for Jay-Z
andDefJam.
The rapper confirms
reports that he has left the
record company where he
made most of his biggest
hits and went from artist
to president, and back to
artist aga!n.
In an interview with the
Web site RapRadar.com, ·
he thanks the label's executives and calls his time at
Def .Jam "a unique and fulfilling experience.''
Last year, J ay-Z and
Live Nation struck a wideranging deal that included
touring, publishing and
albums. Jay-Z had owed
Def Jam one mo!e record.
""··

Kanve West To
Headline ·stav In·
School' Concen

KANYEWEST

Kanye West is set to
headline a concert in his
hometown of Chicago, in
which he will encourage
teens to stay in school
u:ntil graduation.
The rapper will perform
the second "Stay In
School" event in honor of
his mother; Dr. Donda
West, who passed away in
2007 after a cosmetic
surgery procedure.
The idea for the concert
canie from teenager
David Abrams, who
approached West seeking
his assistance. West then
decided his Kanye West
Foundation (KWF) would
be the sponsor, reports allhiphop.com.

Drake Denies Romance
With Rihanna'
Drake didn't sound all
that convincing, but he's
sticking to his story.
The fast-rising rapper
/singer called in to New
York's Hot 97 and denied
gossip that he and Rihanna
are an "item."
The New York Post published an item in its gossip
column claiming that
Drake and Rihanna were
spied kissing all night at
New York's Lucky Strike
Lanes and Lounge bowling
alley. One of the paper's
spies was quoted as saying,
"She was drinking whiskey
and apple juice and making
out with him all night ....
They were really cute
together."
Drake downplayed the
rumor mill while also promoting his Hot 97 concert
next Tuesday.
"It's not like that at all,"
Drake told show hosts
Cipha Sounds and Peter
Rosenberg. "I'm being honest. [She's] just a friend,
that's all. A great artist."
Drake did admit he was
at the same place as

DRAKE

Rihanna, but reiterated
nothing was going on
between them. "Nothing at
all. I have the most respect
for her. I think she's so talented.''
Drake said he was also
"honored" that Page Six
would choose his name to
put in a romantic Rihanna
rumor.
Meanwhile, Rihanna
plays the leading lady in
Kanye West's new video
"Paranoid." The clip was
debuted in New York at a
Def Jam Records event.
Also, R. Kelly has added
vocals to Drake's "Best I
Ever Had" to make an unofficial remix.

Lawver For f4iaiJ Who Shot
Dolla Claims Self-Defense
The attorney representing
the man accused of shooting
and killing Atlanta rapper
Dolla in Los Angeles on
Monday claims that his
client acted in self-defense.
"If somebody has a reasonable perception that he is in
danger of bodily injury or
death, he has a right to
defend himself," Howard
K. Pri('e, lawyer for
Aubrey Louis Berry told
MTV News. Price said his
client shot at Dolla (real
name: Roderick Anthony
Burton), 21, at a Los
Angeles mall on Monday
because he feared for his life
when he ran into the rapper
and his entourage at the
Beverly Center.
'
Berry was arrested on
Monday at Los Angeles
International
Airport,
where he was carrying a
loaded 9mm handgun, and
charged on with two counts
of.assault with a firearm
and -~ne count of murder.
According to · The Los
Angeles Times, police allege
that Berry, an Atlantabased music promoter, had
a fight with Dolla at an
Atlanta strip club earlier
this month, which precipitated Monday's shooting.
However, police disagree
with Price's claims of
imminent danger, saying no
other weapons were recovered from the crime scene
and that Burton was not
armed. The judge in the
case set bail at $5 million
(raised from $1 million on

DOLIA

Wednesday) in the case and
Berry faces life .in prison if
convicted. Price said he will
go to court on Friday in an
attempt to get bail reduced
for his client, who he portrayed as "a good kid" who
did not go looking for trouble.
According to Price, the .
two men had a fight at the
Platinum
21
Adult
Entertainment club in
Atlanta last month and then
happened to run into. each
other on Monday in Los
Angeles at a P.F. Chang's
restaurant at the Beverly
Center. Price said that
· Dolla threatened Berry,
who left the restaurant after
the incident and walked to
the mall's valet area to
retrieve his car when he
noticed that Dolla and two
associates were following
him. He looked back and
thought he saw Dolla
reaching for his waistband,
presumably to pull out a
weapon, Price said. Berry
then opened fire.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------·~
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Funeral/Memoriam
Wilson

MOTHER ALLEENE
L. FRIERSON
A native of Callahan
Florida, Mother Frierson
had resided in the Tampa
area since 1926. At an early
age she was converted at
First · Baptist Church of
West Tampa.
In later
years, she joined Grace
Mary Missionary Baptist
Church and remained a
faithful member as long as
her health permitted her.
She was the Deaconess
Chairperson for 16 years, a
faithful mem,ber of Senior
Mission #1, Sunday School
Assistant Teacher, B.T.U.
and Bible Study.

IN lOVING ·
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Popular Tampa Man Dies Of Heart Attack
If you didn't know
Shelton Billups, you
should have. Family members describe him as a very
engaging man who was
very upbeat and funny.
On Sunday, Billups, 48,
· was found dead after suffe.ring a heart attack.
Family members say his
death was related to his
problems with high blood
pressure.
Billups was a graduate
of :King High School where
he played basketball. His
mother, Sonya Bexley,
said he was looking forward to his class reunion
picnic in June.
Billups was the manager
of National Car Rentals
since 1981, and was married
to
Charlotte
Johnson Billups. The
couple has 3 children, 2
sons arid a daughter.
As one of six children,
Mrs. Bexley said her son
was a very family-oriented,

giving, and kind-hearted
person.
His sister, Katrina, said
his favorite thing was going
to the flea market and
trading baseball cards.
"He had quite a collection, and he was very proud
of it.
"He was also good at finding out of the way restaurants, and the food was
always good." ·
Billups loved all his
friends and was very loyal.
He attended Greater
Bethel Church, Oscar
Johnson, Jr., pastor.
Billups is the nephew of
State Senator Arthenia
Joyner.
Billups was preceded in
death .by his sister, Nicky
Pye, and his father,
Marion Billups, Sr.
Ray Williams Funeral
Home is assistingthe family with arrangements.

oe.ath Notices
· AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME

Mr. Willie L. Pearson.
Mrs. Lucinda Williams.
Mrs. Doris Crawford.
Mrs. Delcina Patton.
All of Tampa:
JACKSON
FUNERAL HOME
Eldridge J. Reed, 1220 E.
Curtj.s St.
RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME
. Mrs. Rudeen Reid, Tampa.
Mrs. Carolyn E. Smith,
Tampa.
Ms. Ar1etha Thornton,
Tampa.
.
Mr. Henry Philon, Tampa.
WILSON
FUNERAL HOME
Floyd Miller, Jr., Tampa.
Mr. Leroy" Pop" Mitchell,
JrCJ!;:pa.
t) Kazir Lamar Ajai
Singletary, Tampa.
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SHELTON BILLUPS
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My · roses of Sharon; a
journey forward. Gone, but
not forgotten. We carry you
with us in our heart.
Loving and missing you,
your family.
Happy birthday, Tam.eka.
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Third Carjacking·· ·
suspect Arrested·~i·!. :
·AUNT SHARON
. AndTAMEKA

-<

Tampa Police have arrested the third man suspected ·
of being involved in a series
of carjacking in the
Westshore area.
On May 23rd, the
Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs Office received a
tip on th~ identity of the
third suspect, his whereabouts, and the location of
the victim's stolen vehicle.
When deputies arrived, the
suspect fled and evaded capture, but the stolen vehicle
was recovered.
The suspect, identified a
Darius Harris, 19, was
located at his mother's
apartment where he tried to
flee out of a second-story
window.· He was arrested
and charged with arm~d
carjacking, attempted mur-

. . ~ !, 1~.

·~ .

der, · and ~-~=--.
armed·. kid- ,
napping.
He's· being
held without
bond. ·
According
to reports,
on May 5th, .
a carjacking
DARius'
occurred at
~s ··
the International ·Mall
where the victim was driven
from the scene ·by Harris, ·
struck in· the head with a
gun, and then forced .from
the moving vehicle. The victim fell to the roadway and
sustained serious injuries:
Last week, police arrested
Amos Wallace, 20, and AKeem Carr, 25.

Missing Adults Found
Two men reported missing
last Thursday, Joe Lewis
Lock, 72, and Hardy
Fowler, 73, were located in
Levy County, according to
Tampa Police.
Both men were found sitting in Mr. Locks' 2006
Toyota Tundra on the side
of a roadway. They were
fine and unharmed.
Both men had been
reported missing by their
families ·last week when
they disappeared after they ·
had been seen in Mr.

JOE
LOCK

HARDY
FOWLER

Lock's truck. Mr. Lock is
believed to suffer from
Alzheimer's Disease, and
his family was concerned he
didn't have his 'medication
with when he left.

'an·Charged:In ·_
Fatal-Car Crash
POLK COUNTY- At 3 a.m:
hiding in the
~aturday, the Polk County
shed.
Sheriff-s Office received a call
The suspect
~or Gassistance from the
was identified
Bartow Police Department in ·
as
Elbert
11eference to crowd control in
Brinson.
the area of Wabash. Bartow
The victim
in the first
Police advised there was a
street party in the area that
van
that
B r i n s o n ELBERT
had become unruly.
crashed into BRINSON
: A Polk County Sheriffs
deputy arrived and advised
was killed on
impact.
over the radio that he .was
being shot at by someone in
Brinson was charged with
the crowd. Several other
vehicular homicide and other
units arrived as residences in
charges.
the area also began calling
reports shots fired.
After the shooting was
reported, Bartow· Police
advised they had identified a
2708 E. DR MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR. BLVD
TAMPA. FL 33610
possible shooting suspect driving a lime green Nissan.
Ph.
Fax (813) 23 1-052 1'
. Two deputies spotted the
vehicle coming out of the
area where the shooting was
reported. As they got behind
the vehicle and turned on
Funeral Ho1ne
their lights and sirens, the
John W . Harmon. L.F.D.
vehicle fled.
.
James Harmon. L. F. D.
At 4 a.m., deputies report5002 N. 40lh St.
ed that the vehicle had been
626:..8600
spotted on Polk City Road,
As it headed east on, it
crashed into a van The suspect 'vehicle then crashed
~YC"7Z
into another van that was
FUNERAL HOME
parked in front of a resi"Our Business Is Service"
dence.
3000 N. 29th St. • Tampa, FL 33605
· The fleeing car then con tin, ,,,,.. 1 ·1800) 605-3350 • (813) 248-6125
ued ad crashed into another
www.wilson.funeralhome.com
parked van. After that crash,
· the suspect was seen getting
out ofthe car and fleeing into
a residential area, where he
· t 0 a s h e d an d conhas prov1ded the htghest standard
I
b ro k e Ill
in luneral serv•ces lor over 70 V~3fS
cealed himself.
Ray Williams Funeral Home
Rhodes A Nnrth••" nu."•••
•
A d eputy at t h e scene wait- - 1
j(J1 N". ·Howard Av~·;~e··-~·--·
· Tampa. FL 33606
ed for backup l?~fGit: he and a
Ph: (813) 253-~~~~ J
4 ~~: ~m.,,1 .r3p,.•,.,:.;N:
K-9 Unit fo~nd the suspect · ' - -F.,qBI3J2SI·
- ' - --~~~~-
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Hills Drive. Authorities
said the Grove Hills
address was used as a
stash house. The warrants
concluded a two month
operation.
Lavonne Dallas, 29,
was found in possession of
2,996 grams of cocaine
(three kilograms), a kilogram press, drug paraphernalia, and $11,940. His
vehicles, a 2004 Jaguar
XJ8 and a 2002 BMW were
seized.
Dallas w~s charged with
trafficking in cocaine,
delivery of cocaine, and
possession of cocaine.
The estimated value of
the cocaine is $84,000.
Dallas is being held
without bond on the
charges.
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LAVONE DALLAS

On May 2nd, Hillsborough County Sheriff's
Office Narcotics detectives,
DEA agents and HCSO
SWAT-team members con~ ducted two . search wara: rants at 8651 Navajo
LL Avenue and 5411 Grove
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Thursday and early Friday
as part of a ·prostitution
sting in the downtown
area.
Charged with prostitution
. were
· Dawn
Bosworth, 38; Laura Lee
Kellams, 39; Jeannette
Manley, 38, and Marcus·
1
Bass, 27.
Bosworth and Kellams
were also charged with battery. Police also said they I
recorded Manley soliciting !
sex acts for $30 during a
surveillance operation on
3rd Avenue, North. Bass
reportedly offered to com- .
mit sex with an undercover
officer for $45.
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MARCUS BASS

... one of four arrested on
prosti~tion charges.
ST. PETERSBURG- St.

en Petersburg Police arrest

C§

a:

three wome.n and a man on

g 1-------------------------------------~--------------------------------------LL

Clearwater Detectives Justified
ln.Use 01 Deadlv Force
CLEARWATER ·According to a· Clearwater
Police Review Board, two •
undercover detectives who
were involved. i'n the shooting of a 19~year-old man
April 27th were justified in
their. use of deadly force.
Jeffrey Lee .was shot in a
McDonald's parking lot in
what authorities called a
drug sting. Police said Lee
sold them 2 ounces of ·,
cocaine, and then tried to
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ntentionally d1sappoin
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Tampa Police report that
at 2:47 a.m. Friday, officers
were advised of an auto burglary I progress at 19th
Street and 28th avenue,
and the caller gave a
description of the subject
that was inside the vehicle.
Officers arrived on the
scene quickly. One officer
reported seeing the suspect
walking away for the crime
scene and tried to detain
him. The suspect fled as
other officers arrived.
Another officer reported
seeing the subject running
between houses at North
Sarah Street and · 28th
Avenue. A perimeter was
set up and a search was initiated.
Jermaine C. Cochran,
20, was found hiding in a
shed. He was arrested and
he was in possession of
property from the victim's
vehicle, police said.
Cochran was charged
. with burglary of an unoccupied conveyance, burglary
of a structure to evade capture, possession of burglary
,tools, petit theft, and resist,ing arrest without violence.

.. escape when officers moved
in. He reportedly accelerated after two police cars
jammed into his car to keep
him from leaving.
Fearing for their lives, two
detectives shot Lee, police
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SUSPECT ONE

SUSPECT1WO

SUSPECT THREE

SUSPECT VEHICLE

The Hillsborough County
years old, 5'8" tall, and
weighing 155 pounds. A secSheriffs Office reports that
ond suspect is described as
on May 8th at 3:05 a.m., the
Wal Mart Store at 1208.
a Black female, 30 to 49
Brandon Boulevard was
years old, 5'5" tall, and
robbed.'
weighing 250 pounds. The
Detective said the susthird suspect is a Black
pects entered the store and
female, 22 to 29 yeas old,
5'8" tall and weighing 200
pried open a display case
where laptop computers
pounds.
were being kept. The ·susThe suspect vehicle ~s
. pects then removed the lap- . · described as a 4-door silver
tops from the boxes and put
or light colored Chevrolet
. them in large black ladies
Impala or Ford.
purses and left ·the store,
Anyone with information
Estimated losses are $3,000.
on the suspects is asked to
One suspect is described
call the Sheriff's Office at
as a Black rnale, 22 to 29
(813) 247-8200.

:Bicvcle Violaiion
·' leads To Other
Charges ·
PINELLAS
COUNTY Authorities
said a man
who was riding his bicycle without a
light early
Tuesday
might have
MARIO
had a reason
for not wantiKEY
ng to be seen.
Largo Police stopped
Mario Key, 19, Tuesday.
Police said Key tried to run
away and allegedly threw a
; bag onto the ground and
removed his sweatshirt.
According to reports, the
. bag contained another bag ·
that held marijuana, plastic
baggies and a scale. Police ·
said the shirt contained a
loaded gun with a serial
number that had been
scratched out.
Key, who was later
released on $15,300 bail,
was charged with carrying a
concealed weapon during a
felony, and possessing marijuana with intent to sell or
manufacture. He was also
cited in connection with the
bicycle violation.

M

JEFFREY LEE .

UNCLE
~

JERMAINE COCHRAN

Police Arrest Four In
Prostitution crackdown

li:w

Suspects Sought On
Grand Theh Charges

Police Arrest
Man on Burglarv
Charges

Man loses Vehicles
After Cocaine Bust

TVIo Suspects Charged In
Winter Haven Home Invasion

•

POLK COUNTY - Winter
Haven Police charged two
men after an alleged home
·invasion robbery Tuesday
morning.
Police responded to a
home invasion in progress
at · 1421 Avenue
H
Southwest. Four adults and
a 2-year-old boy were at
home when one of the
adults answered a knock at
the door.
, Police said Myron
Hardee and Benjamin
McKenzie, both 18, forced
their way into .the home,
demanded money and held
three of the adults and the
child at ·gunpoint. One resi-·
dent of the home heard the
commotion and hid .in a closet where he called 9-1-1.
As police surrounded the
house, an officer knocked on
the front door and a woman
answered. She whispered to
the officer that the suspects
were still inside the home.
The officer reported seeing
McKenzie run down a hallway and enter a bedroom.

MYRON
HARDEE

BENJAMIN
MCKENZIE

He was arrested.
, Hardee jumped out!Pf a
window and another officer
found him in a nearby yard. ·
That officer tasered Hardee
when he tried to flee.
Police recovered two of the
three handguns reportedly
used during the robbery.
·Hardee was charged with
home invasions robbery,
depriving another of use of
9-1-1, petit t heft, resisting
arrest without violence, possession of drug paraphernalia, and possession of marijuana, McKenzie was
charged with home invasion
robbery. Both are being held
without bond .
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Notice of Public Hearing
A public hearing will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master, pursuant to Hillsborough County
Ordinance 92-05, beginning at 6:00 p.m., June 15, 2009, at the Board Room, 2nd Floor of the County
Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available for public
inspection in a master file maintained by the Planning and Growth Management Department, the Board
of County Commissioners and the Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons
wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this matter must submit same to the Hearing Master at
the public hearing before him/her. The recommendation of the Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with
the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days after the conclusion of the public hearing.
The review of the Zoning : Hearing Master's recommendation by the Board of County
Commissioners of Hillsborough County shall be restricted to the record as defined in Hillsborough
County Ordinance 92-05, unless additional evidence and/or oral argument is permitted pursuant to the
terms of the ordinance.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE
BY THE ZONING HEARING MASTER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING ANY MATTER
CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED
THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSE, THEY
MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT
WILL INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be obtained by calling the Department of
Planning and Growth Management at (813) 276-2058.
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS
Petition SU 09-0605-CW, filed on 4/3/2009 by T Mobile South LLC, represented by Lauralee G.
Westine, Esq., of 800 Tarpon Woods Blvd., E-1 Palm Harbor, FL 34685, ph 727-773-2221, requesting
a Special Use for a Communion Tower & Related Facility. The property is 9.52 ac ± and is presently
zoned AS-1. lfis located in all or parts of Section 13 Township 28 Range 17 or 7211 Mushinski Rd.
Petition SU 09-0665-BR, filed on 4/23/2009 by Central Baptist Church of Brandon, represented by
Amaden Engineering, LLC .. of 1309 Providence Rd., Brandon, FL 33511 , ph 813-413-5955, requesting a
Speci~l Use for a School. The property is 8.8 ac ± and is presently zoned ASC-1 . It is l9<;:ated in all or
·
.·\:(' .
·
parts of Section 14 Township 29 Range 20 or 402 E. Windhorst Rd .
Petition SU 09-0668-BR, filed on 4/23/2009 by Carole Yokell, represented by Mark Richter., of 2007 W
Reynolds St., Plant City, FL 33563, ph 813-754-8148, requesting a Special Use for Chili:FCare. The
property is 0.79 ac ±and is presently_zoned RSC-6 & BMS-NS. It is located in all or parts of Section 28
Township 29 Range 20 or SW corner .of Zellwood & Paul's Dr. . ..
.
· ··
, '-'J
Petition SU 09-0689-SR (AB) filed on 5/13/2009 by Fishhawk Sporting Clays, represented by Hieu .Le,
of 901 Symphony Beach ·Lane, Apollo Beach, FL 3_
3572, ph 813-695-4009, requesting a Special Use,
Alcoholic Beverage Permit to ·allow 4COPX in AR zoning. The property is 4576 sq. fl and is presenUy
zoned AR. It is located in all or parts of Section 9 Township 31 Range 21 or 13725 Hobson Simmons ~~ 
Petition SU 09-0718-GB, filed on 2/17/09 by David Moore, represented by Jesus Merly; of 123'1'5
Wycliff Place, Tampa, FL 33626, ph 813-404-8872, requesting a Special Us~ farLand Excavation. The
property is 72.2 ac ±(Excavation area 18.4 ac) and is presently zoned AR. It is located in all or parts of
Section 25 Township 30 Range 19 orNE corner of Ekker & Symmes Rd.
. .
.
:· REZONING REQUESTS
Petition RZ 09-0505-SS, filed on 3/13/2009 by James A. Santjer of 6529 Hwy 41 S., Ruskin, FL 33570,
ph 941-725-0123, requesting a zone change from AR to PD. The property is 4.78 ac ±and is located
in all or parts of Section 33 Township 32 Range 18 or N/S of U.S. Hwy. 41, 1/2 mi"SWofValroy Rd .
. Petition RZ 09-0509-EL, filed on 3/16/2009 by Ravi Patel, Pres., Shyam Assoc., represented by Jeff
Sloman, P.E., of 2207 North A Street, Tampa, FL 33606, ph 813-258-0066, requesti~g a zone change
from CN & PD-C (83-173) to a PD. The property is 1.58 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 3
Township 29 Range 19 or N/S of MLK Blvd., 200' W/0 1-4.
Petition RZ 09-0580-RU, filed on 4/2/2009 by Trent Goss, represented by Todd Pressman, of P 0 Box
6015, Palm Harbott;f-!- 34684, ph 727-804-1760, requesting a zone change from CG to Cl (R). The
property is 2.095 ac!±" and is located in all or parts of Section 18 Township 32 Range 19 or Northeasterly

a

~ 10th St. S.W. ·
,
. ,; . , u{
. : ·· , «., . '
cqrner of U.S. Hw}t
Petition RZ 09-0GS3.:BR, filed on 4/21/2009 by Kaushik Patel, of 1724 Woodmarker Ct.,. Brandon, FL
33510, ph 813-598-8717, requesting a zone change from CN to CG (R). The property is 0.45 ac ±and ,
is located in all or. parts of Section 23 Township 29 Range 20 9r NE ~mer of N. Parsons~. E. (~lay A~~ 
Petition ·RZ 09-0862-ER~ ·filed on 412212009 by •Ronald OOilier, represented by' Steve Allison, ' of P 0
B6Q'16277, Tampa,- FL 3~687,- ph 813-988:.gi72:(requestirib"a.,.zo-rie change from RSC-6 to CN (R). The
property is 0.53 ac ± arid is located in all or. parts of Section 6 Township 29 Range 21 or 1708 .E.
MLK Blvd. .
.
.
Petition RZ 09-0707-PR, filed on 4/28/2009 by Phanord Simeon, of 1205 E. Henry Ave, Tam·pa, FL
33664, ph 813-477-9240, requesting a zone change from AI to M. The property is 1.03 ac ±
and is located in all or pa~s of Section ~4 Township 29 Range 19 or W/S of S. 54th St, - 80~' S/0
Causeway Blvd.

4f

For All Your Legal Or Classified Advertising Needs .....
Call LaVORA @ (813) 248--1921
Fax (813) 248-928 Or emailledwards@flsentinel.com

DEPARTMENT OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES
REQUESTS FOR BIDS AND/OR PROPOSALS
Hillsborough County will receive sealed bids and/or proposals
for the following, until the stated date and time when they will be
publicly opened.
JUNE 09, 2009 · 2:00P.M.
S-0096-09(EM) APPRAISAL REVIEW SERVICES

****
PLEASE NOTE: THE ABOVE BID IS A HILLSBOROGH
COUNTY GOVERNMENTAL PURCHASING COUNCIL BID.

••••
Some or all of the above bid(s) may have Pre-Bid Conferences.
Information on these and other Requests for .Bids, along with
Bid/Proposal results may be accessed via the following: (1) the
Internet at www.hillsboroughcounty.org/procurementservices, or
(2) by coming to the Department of Procurement Services office
located at the address listed below.
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Minority and women owned firms will be afforded a full
opportunity to participate in these matters and will not be su~ject to
discrimination on the basis of race, sex, color or national origin.
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Questions regarding the above projects may be directed to
Hillsborough County Board· of Commissioners, Departni~nt of
Procurement Services, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., 18th Fl., County
Center, Tampa Florida, 33602, (813) 272-5790, dur~ng regular
business hours.
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HAP CONTRACT ADMIN
~."{.:... RFP# FY2009-01
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
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.:Project-Based Section 8 Housing Contract Administration Of
·
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) Contrac_ts

0

~
)>
z

. In accordance with the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) Handbook 7460.8 REV-2, Florida
Statutes and with other applicable laws, the Tampa Housing
Authority (THA) formally requests competitive proposals to identify
a partner to provide "Section 8 Housing Assistance payments
(HAP) contract administration services to the Nor~h Tampa
Housing Development Corporation (NTHDC), ~a sub~i~iary <?f the
Tampa Housing AuthoritY. · .
· .
·
'"; ·.'~ - · ~ ·
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NTHDC i~te.nds to r~s~nd to the u.s. Depart~erii ~f Housing
and Urban Development's (HUD) Request for Proposalii(RFP) to
provid~ contract administration for project-based Section ~ HAP
contracts. ·· 'The HUD RFP has not been issued as 6f yet.

;liowevjt}~ : ~rder tp~ofld ,tpthe f.i,~P Rf.P •. Nl:t:~PG is. seekirg

,

to identify a long-term_Asset manag,ement P~rtner wrth Data
Colle~tion/Processing capabilities (AMP) . Once identified, th.e _
•AMPcwould assist N:rHIDG in ·prepara.tion of its iesponse.to .HU(;)'s
i~FP: the AMP would become .NTHDC's partner in -performingtthe
F.
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tasks req~ired by HUD. •
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Proposals shall be received until 2:00 p.m. ·(prevailing ·Tampa,

FL time) on Friday, ~une 5. 2009 at · 1~29 _~: Main_ St, Su~e ~13,

Tampa, FL 33S07. Proposals receive~ after this date -~ng time.•
will be rejected. Copies of this Reque~l for Proposals are available. electronically if you will forward your .requ·est for the same by
e;,ail to the Contracting Officer, , Nicholas. Dickerson at
nk:holasd@thafl.com. Copies of this reques.t for proposal. a·re
also available for pick-up at the above mentioned address or· by
contacting the Contracting Office at 813/253-0551 , ext. 109.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLE SOURCE

H & S Swansons' Tool Company

FILE NUMBER:T-0210-09(JM)

PRECISION MACHINING * TOOLING * ENGINEERING
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Purchase of Audio Visual Telecommunications Upgrade
For the Communications Department

::J
1-

Hillsborough County intends to recommend the award of a sole
source purchase agreement for the purchase of an Audio Visual
Telecommunications Upgrade with Professional Communications
Systems Inc. ·
The Hillsborough County Communications Department
wishes to purchase an audio visual system upgrade for HTV. This
equipment will be linked into pre-existing equipment previously
installed and maintained by Professional Communications
Systems Inc.
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Avon Representatives

Director, Assistant Director

a.

Needed All Areas!

And Teachers. Must .Have

t:;

Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail ·

::J

z

' Required Credenij~ls
..

;.,

..

AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

HIRING HIRING HIRING
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$1 ,400.00/Monthly
"LOOK" Also Available
Big Rooms 4 Rent

Newly Remodeled
5 Bedroom/4 Bath

Wholesale Properties

Town home

Bank Foreclosure!

To The Public

13053 Londondery Place

$38,700!

Great "Fixer Upper'' Deals

Only $415/Monthly!
5% Down 15 Years ·

www.rehabbersuperstore.com

Kenny Rushing

~

6910 Karin Court
Tampa, FL 33610

(813) 417-6654 .
Debora Barr
(The Tag Lady)
Agents, Telemarketers
Receptionist
$350 - $1,200/Wk Start! .

Proven Systems
Mainly lnbound
Training Provided
727-658-4545

Get That Perfect Part
Time Paying Job Working
For An Oil Firm As A Local
Agent And Earn More.
Job Requirements: Good
Communication Skills In
English, Internet Access
Any Previous Working
Experience Could Be An
Advantage.
Applicants Should Send
Their Resume To
Jason Wheller
Email

ja~onwhetter27@9mall.com
· For More Info

,·

$85,000

·' '

Fantastic Benefits
& Bo~uses

I

520 East Hugh Street
Tampa, Fl 33603 ·

t;

.

. Marketing Reps To Work
From Home. Guaranteed
Income And Free. Insurance.

·~

$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

Free Water
Section 8 OK
$775.00
Call (813) 220-3633

Home For Sale!
Full Renovation 2009
Tampa, FL 33605
. $115,000 ' .

5901 North 15th Street

813-221-4457
CruzTrademarks.com

$1,000.00/Monfhly

' 813-221-4457
CruzTrademarks.com

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call 813-839-8968

HUD Homes!
Progress ·Village
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$199/Monthly!

, VETERANS PROGRAMS
No Down Payment

4 Bedroom

Own A Two, Three, Four

Only $215.00/Monthly!

Bedroom Home

5% Down 15 Years

Many Areas

@8%

.

Listings 800-366-9783

Free Pre-Qualifying

Ext5490

Walter Brewer
Real Estate Broker
766-2033 .

l 1 d3~1+i¥li¥·1 4 1 (.]~ 1 1
Sulphur Spring Area

. FORYOUR
CONVENIENCE THE
BULLETIN ACCEPTS ·

2 Bedroom/1 Ya Bath
.

.

.

Townhouse For Lease
:-

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Central NC
New Kitchen, Bath
Granite Counters, Tile
Roof, Bamboo Flooring,
Lease Option Available!!

Prices & Sizes

·FLORIDA SENTINEL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE

Move-In Special Available

2003 East 20th A venue

May_2009

. Call (813) 507_-6000 _
. ·
'·

Home For Sale!
Full Renovation

• ' . . . <Or Apply
•

..J

0

CHA, WDH

USF Area

813.675.7040

en

LL

5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Call (813) 325-6499

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext H489

:l

ii:

2301 5th Avenue

DFWP EOEIAA

At 8%APR

:::1:

w

Call 813-839-8968

Large 2 Bedroom
Send written responses to the Hillsborough County
Department of Procurement Services, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
County Center, 18th Floor, Tampa, Florida, 33601 , Attention
Jock McGiathery, or FAX to (813) 272-6290. For further
information call (613) 272-5790.

w
>
w
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CNC Programmer/Process Engineer - Candidates must have
5yrs min programming exp. w/ 5 axis profile programming ·
capabilities. Exp. using Pro Engineer, SmartCam, or
Mastercam software a huge plus. Ability to read and interpret
blueprints. Experience programming Lathes, and Vertical or
Horizontal Machining Centers. Ability to build solid models
from customer blueprints, using ProlE, Unigraphics, Cadkey,
or SolidWorks.
Email resume to human.resources@hsswansons.com
Or Fax To: 727-388-0765

Contractors who believe they can meet or exceed the above
stated requirement must provide convincing te~hnical data
sufficient to support their position. The Hillsborough County
Department of Procurement Services must receive replies to this
notice not later than close of business on June 2. 2009. After this
date, an award will be made. Responses to this notice will be used
to determine whether bona fide competition exists.
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2 Bedroom/2.5 Battis
$1,1 00.00/Monthly

PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA

w

~
c

Hyde Park Townhome

Commu~ity · -

A Low $720.00 ·

VISA, MASTERCARD

Section 8 Welcomed

AMERICAN EXPRESS

Security Deposit $300.00

AND DEBIT CARD

$25.00 Application Fee

PAYMENT VIA PHONE

Call (813) 740-0384

Section 8 Ok!!
Call For More Details
(877)730-7653 Ext. 181
.. Tampa Heights
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
$850.00/Monthly
Vaulted Ceiling
In Living R~m .
Big Master Bedroom Witltt·
Walk-In Closet
Front And Back Porches
WDH, Large Backyard
Call (813) 731-1014

PUBLICATION. DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition .. .... Friday @ 3:00 P.M.

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN THE VOICE

Friday Edition ....... Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

OF OUR COMMUNITY FOR OVER 64 YEARS
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. Move In Specials!

710 Hoffman Boulevard

$215/Monthly!

Move In Specials!

3201 North 45th Street

A Bank Repo!

3-4 Bedrooms Homes

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

5% Down

From $700.00/Monthly!

$1,200.00/Monthly

4 Bedroom/3 Bath

N

1-2 Bedrooms Homes

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

From $500.00/Monthly!

$900.00/Monthly

Call 813-221-4457

Call 813-839-8968

15 Yrs@ 8% APR

5813 12th Avenue South

For Listings 800-366-9783

www. tradema rkleases.com
Ext R592

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

4 Bedrooms/2 Full Baths

2609 Genessee Street

Fenced Backyard

Section 8 OK

CHAAnd WDH

Call Leib Or Denise

Call (813) 621-7492

204 East Selma

At (813) 689-6595
~

2105 East Ellicott _

Sulphur Springs

8215 9th Street North
4/2 -Available Immediately

WDH, CHA

Large Yard, CHA

$900. 00/Monthly

Section 8 Ok

Section· 8 Approved
Call (813) 786-8670 ·
3612 West Rogers Avenue
(South Tampa)

HUD Homes!
3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Section 8 Only

$199 .00/Monthly
4 Bedroom Only

(813) 240-8108

Section 8 Approved

$215.00/Monthly
Call (813) 786-8670

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

5% Down

Central Heat And Air

15 years@ 8%

2002 North 60th Street

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Spacious 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Carport
$750.00/ Monthly

Central Heat & Air
Call (813) 968-1168

Available Now

Two Utility Rooms
Available June 1st 2009

$900.00/Deposit

$1,1 00/Monthly

$900.00/Deposit

Semin~le Heights Area

$900.00/Monthly

(0

Rev. Tyson

Very Large Fenced Lot

WDH, CHA, Fenced

N

0
0

(813) 770-2003

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Q)

(813) 713-4055
MacDill & Spruce

Section 8 Only

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Deposit Negotiable

Call 813-221-4457

www.trademarkleases.com
Tampa Home For Rent

s:::
~

Listings
1-800-366-9783

c

Extension 5649

$500.00/Deposit

Quiet Location
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$1,150.00/Monthly

Call (813) 877-9192

Ybor .City

Section 8 OK

Or (813) 877-3406

First Month Free

m
r
I

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

$1,1 00.00/Monthly

$1,200.00/Monthly

Like New, CHA,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Welcome

$125.00 Move In

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Totally Remodeled

Excellent Rental History

Yourself For Reduced

$1,150. 00/Monthly

1st Month FREE
~

ft

•

Located Near Community

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Pool, Library And School

Block House

E. MLK Area .

Totally Rehabbed

::!

Huge 3 Bedroom/2 Bath

. 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Appliances &

1,275.00/Monthly

Washer Included

Wood Frame, High Ceilings

Section 8 Accepted

Lots Of Windows
Call For Information

(727) 773-5096

(813) 220-8658

Required

311 West - Ross Avenue
,.

$950.00/Monthly

$575.00/Monthly

4 Bedro"oni/1 Bath

$5GO. 00/Deposit

Including Water
·central AIH

m
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Frd~t. i-1'Vi~w
._

· ·lfilease Call

. $1_. 150.00
~

. '.

.CALL JOHN AT (813) 309-9988
DISCOUNT MANAGEMENT INC.
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(813) 748-2945
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YborCity

CJ)

2001 North 23rd Streer.: .

Sentinel Bulletin

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
CHA, WDH, Privacy Fence

AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS

Plus Deposit

(813) 985-4758
Section 8
Busch Gardens Area
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

, cH'A-, ~~Wi~rl~er ··

625 W. M.L.K. Jr. Bl1d. (n
2502 W. Hillsborough Ave. (n
5502 E. Fowler Ave. (T)
4001 E. Busch Blvd. (T)
2911 E. Fowler Ave. (T)
715 W. M.L.K. Jr._ Blvd. (S)
2725 N. MacDill Ave. (T)
- 611 s. Howard Ave. (T)

949 E. Bloomingdale Ave. (B)
2701 E. Fletcher Ave. (T)
11110 Causeway Blvd: (B)
1~808 E. Brandon Blvd. (B)
1601 W. Kennedy Blvd. (T)
8885 N. Florida Ave. (T)

Dining/Living Room
Patio, Fenced

··-

New AppHances:~Tile ,

' (813) 340-2127

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LA VORA
@ (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON
PLACING YOUR LEGAL
OR CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT

1

'

H"""~~fi,., . ..

Busch Blvd. (By Busch Gardens)
Florid£~ Ave, I Linebaugh Ave .
·New-Tampa Area
. Shell Gas
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Skipper Rd.)
Sweet Bay
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Highland Pkwy.
Sweet Bay Super Markets
(Brandon, Seffner, Riverview & Valrico)
6929 U.S. Highway 301 N. (R)
2535 W. Brandon Blvd. (V}. ·11 01 E. Bloomingdale Blvd. (B)
1247 Kingsway Blvd. (S)
11230 E. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
205 E. Alexander St., Plant City
597 S. Wheeler St.. Plant

z
c

'T1 ·
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Coin Box Locations
HARTLine Terminals

(Uni~er~iiy·A~ia)

)Ia

~

Wai-Mart
(Tampa & Brandon)

-

c
?(

c

CVS Drugs
(Tampa & Seffner)

Section 8 Welcome

Cabinets & Appliances

Contact LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921 To
Publish Your Classified Or Legal
Advertisement In·
The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Email Your Ad To:
ledwards@flsentinel.com
Or Fax 24n To (813) 248-9218

(813) 238-6353

(813)-382-7015

..

Call (813) 504-1645

FOR RENT
HUGE 4 BEDROOM/2 BATH
BLOCK HOME
EVERYTHING IS NEW
EXCEL~~~T CLOSE IN LOCATION .;.
Section IS 8 OK

z

New A/C, Windows, Floor

$950.00/Monthly

Contact Steven

m
-a
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Water

(813) 932-6811

r
r

1902 East 21s~ Avenue

813-839-8968

c:

919 E. 11th Avenue

Clean Up Home

Call Jeflis

Highland Pines

Sulphur Springs

Security Deposit

Property Management

m

2/1 -House

(813) 900-5891

•

Livingston Ave.
(West Tampa) ·

.t:limes..cwl -MU<.Bivd..
(East Lake Area)
56th Street · ·
Orient Jail, Orient Road
Falkenburg Jail, Faulkenburg Rd.
River Pines Apts., 40th Street
Centro Place, 21st Ave./15th St. _
JL Young Apts., Nebraska/Bird St.
Epiphany Ar~s Apts .. Hanna/22";~
Univ. Cor:nm. Hosp., 30th/Fletcher
St. Joseph Hosp., MLK/Haban~
Tampa Gen. Hosp. by McDonalds
Presbyterian Village- North Blvd.
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3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

WDH/CHA

Central Air
Tile Floors, Ceiling Fans

Big Back Yard
Fenced Front & Back Yard
Call (813) 447-8506
·or (813) 401-5762

Apartment For Rent
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
From $125.00/Weekly

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Only

With Electric & Water On

Kenny (813) 416-6183
Or (813) 630-0839

Call (813) 731-1014

Pay Monthly Or Weekly

3841 E. Osborne Avenue
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
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$950.00/Monthly

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$950.00/Deposit

Wall-To-Wall Carpet

No Section 8

Central Heat & Air

Call (813) 210-5102

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced Yard

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

$750.00/Monthly

Central Heat And Air

$500.00/Deposit

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

(813) 777-6919

z

~

3007 42nd Street North
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
'
Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher
And Microwave Included
$900.00/Monthly

w

0:::

402 W. Amelia Ave.
One Or 2 Bedroom
Burglar Bars, CHA, WDH

$535. 00/Monthly

Plus Deposit
(813) 391-7046

Call

(8~3)

895-0175

Rent Based Qn
Income •111

Close To Schools

813.977.1663

$750.00/Monthly
$600.00/Deposit
(813) 727-1153
Section 8 Rental
Progress Village
8315 Allamanda Avenue
3 Bedroom/1Bath
NC, Fenced, Carport .
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Available Now
. $650.00/Deposit
' $850.00/Monthly
Call Ed _(72?') .~2-7283

w

(!)

~

:•.

"A G~fffi_t Place
To Call Home And
Run YouPSusiness"

Senior Apartments .;
Security High Rise .
Services & Bus Stop '

NC Fenced Backyard

0

0
N

·:

$900.00/Deposit

"Available Immediately"

..J

LL

Including Water ·
(813) 238-6353

>

One Bedroom Apartment
Located In Hyde Park
Rent $662.00 per Month
Age62+ EHO
Utilities Included

;2

Section 8 Welcome

(813) 258-3200

Apartment
4005 N. 34th St. #H

$550.00 To $600.00

2/2 Apartment - $850.00

Jacob Real Estate, Brkr.

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

T~mpa Park Apartments

lsi Conveniently Located In

~ Ybor City, A Short Walk To

The Downtown Central
Business District And A
Trolley Ride From The
Excitement Of Channel
Side With Its Colorful
Entertainmen~ And Dining
· options.

1 & 2 Bedroom
Aapartments
$295.00
Moves You In!
Ask About Rent
Payment Plans.
Section 8
Receive $100 Gift
Card Upon Move In

Call
813-975-0258
Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problem!!
FREE APPLICATIONII
Newly Renovated

(TT_Y). ~ -80~~~~~~~~71 .

-~
~

GET NOTICED ...... Place Your
Ad In ·The Business Directory
Contact LaVora For More
Info-r mation @ (813) 248-1921
Email Your Ad To:
ledwards@flsenti nel.com
Fax 24/7 TO: (81 ~) 248-9218

Convenient To Everything
Call (813) 971-5254
Regency Palms

Under New Mgmt!
1-2 beds starting at $650
H20 Included!
Move In Specials!!
Call Linsy 813-810-2352
Thonotosassa
(301 & _Fowler)
Quiet, Nice Yard & Patio
2/1 W/DH,
Window Heat And

NC

Section 8 Special
$650.00/Rent
(813)

968~1168

Upstairs Apartment
First Month Free
$125.00 Move-In

New Appliances

Required
3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Central NC
Water & Trash Included!!!! ·
Very Low Deposit!

Historic District .
Tampa Heights

Are You Interested?

Cozy 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

For Application thformation
Please Contact
Tampa Park Apartment, Inc.
1417 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605

With Study

3625 Potter Street #A

NC, Gated Entry
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$650.00/Monthly
Includes Water
(813) 238-6353

p---------~~--~, -~
River Pines Apartments
· . SENIOR CITIZEN
COMMUNITY

307 East Frances Avenue ·

Active independent living

Apartment #A
Remodeled Inside

for 55+ , quiet park-like
setting ,
shopping ,

And Out!5ide
$800. 00/Monthly

transportation ,

social

activities, riverfront living.

$600.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
Call Us At
(813) 54-8783
For An Appointment

'

Water Included

Excellent Rental History

Looking To Locate Or
Re-Locate Your Business,
Give Us A Call - We May
Have The Space You Need.

Telephone (813) 229-1845
Florida Telecommunications
Relay Inc.
TTY 1-800-955-8771 .
Voice 1-800-955-8770
Spanish 1-877-955-8773

Starting At $425.00
' On-Site Laundry And

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile Floors

813-244-4551
Call (813) 870-1830
Ext. 22

$300.00/Security

Apartments

$525.00/Monthly
Tampa Park Plaza Has
Available Large Space To
Accommodate
Most'
Business Types.

Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street

Ybor City
2910 East Columbus

With Washer/Dryer
Updated, Very Nice

Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 244-8528

Call (813) 810-7725
Or (813) 996-7725

$125.00 Move-In

Call (813) 877-9_
192
. Or (8.13) .877-3406

412 W. Frances Ave

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, No Pets
$575.00- $600.00/Monthly
Water Included

First Month FREE

Newly Remodeled

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Frame Home

z
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For Listings 800-366-9783
.Ext 5492

Required

:::J

..J

@8%APR

$500.00/Deposit

15th & Osborne

m

J:iUD Homes!
5% Down, 15 Yers

--·

Excellent Rental History

w

..J
..J

4 Bedroom/ 3 Bath

Carport
$750.00/ Monthly

:::J

a.·

$215.00/monthly!

2604 East 19th Avenue

1, 2, And 3 Bedroom
Apartments For Rent

Sulphur Springs
Apartment

Efficiencies and 1-bedroom
apartments starting at
$360.00 per month.
(813) 985-4419

c
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Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

Special No Deposit
No Credit Check
No Application

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, WDH

2114 W. Union Apt B
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Includes Water/Sewage

2 Bedroom/1 Bath - CHA ·

Near Everything

$600.00/Rent

2002 East 142nd Avenue

$300.00/Deposit

$595.00/Monthly

Call (917) 796-7400

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen, Furnished
$80.00-$100.00
Weekly + Deposit

.

Tampa Heights
New4-Piex

Ybor City Rooms

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath,

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

For Rent In Private House

Washer/Dryer

Central Heat & Air

Prefer Female Students

Extremely Nice

$500.00 Per Month

~i Section 8 -

1 Bedroom

Includes Water/Sewage

Voucher Accepted ·

$1,050.00/Rent

Electric, Cable

$600.00/Rent

$775.00/Monthly

Section 8 Accepted

Internet Included

Call 813-956-5607 ·

(813) 477-7734

Call 267-259-7487

$300.00/Deposit
Call (813) 846-6657

Tampa Heights
1620 B East ldell Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
$675.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

..

Section 8 Accepted

Rooms For Rent

2 Bedroom/1 Bath ·

Tampa Heights
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Rooms·
, WDH/A/C

Newly Renovated

$100.00 Per Week

Section 8 OK

No Deposit
· Call

(8~3)

506-2303

Ybor City Area
Nice Area
Section 8 Only

Very Clean .f3.ooms .
For Rent

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath _:
·

With Private Entrance

Senior Citize~

Receive $100.00 Cas_
h
With Signed Lease

Water Included

6 Deposit

Di~count

Call (813) 244-7388

·

Fixed Income
Room Special

(813) 789-3879

Call (813) 224-9040
· $350.00/Month

8213 North Marks Street

Includes All Utilities .

Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
2 Bedroorn/1 Bath

WID Provided, .
Security Bars, Fans,
$600.00 /Monthly
$600.00 Deposit ·
Call 310-922-5957

0)

N
0
0

$125.00/Weekly
Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information

I'·' I;ii·':' ·111[.]: 11 ''II
Tarpley's A/C
(813) 238-7884
(813) 541-5010 (Cell)
Sales & Service
New & Used A/C's
Financin·g Available
On Time Service
LIC# CAC181530

3/1 Duplex -Very Nice

-4

For Listings .
can 8.00-366-9813
Ext.3695
$0 Down!

Call (813) 872-7514

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!

Leave A Message .

36 Months@ 8.5% APR
Police Impounds
For Listings

CaiiS00-366~9813

A/C, Cable, Ptione

$85.00 Deposit

Ext K456

(813) 264-9660
(813) 486-2504

Room For Rent
Hillsborough & Himes

:Ale, Cable, Phone
· .Queen Beds
Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

Sell
.
your stuff. ,._ ·
813-248-1.921
-~~

The Florida Sentinel
Bulletin

!

$85.00 Deposit , .

Beds
Twin

$60.00

Full

$65.00

Rooms For Rent

Queen

2 Bathrooms
L~rge

Bunk Beds

Patio/Parking Available ·

813 598 ~262

.. Q~eosit Negotiable .....

\

. $75.00

King

$75.00- $100.00/Weekly

$110_.00 & Up

.

$150.00
A

' can (813) 310-0991

Call 813-770-0375
Room For Rent
·:· In Nice Home
30 Years Of Age & Older
Must Have
Steady Income
$120. CO/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit
Jim (813) 237-1810
Gennte (813) 326-2871
Polete (813) 410-5422

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning .
Furnished Rooms Or
Efficiencies For Rent

1-3 Rooms
ONLY- $24.95

$550.00-$650. CO/Monthly
·· Plus Deposit
Includes: Water: Lights
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Ybor City Area

$110.00 And Up Weekly

m
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$100.00 And Up Weekly

Kitchen

,c:z

.,

813 598 4262 .

0 Deposit

m

m

Room For Rent
Central @ 1-275

Call Annie
(813) 247-1844

1

:E:

NO DRUGS

Kitchen, ·Ceiling Fans

Section 8 Special

Toyotas, Etc. From $500!

$5001 Police Impounds!

$1.90.00/Weekly
...,
.
Mat'es Preferred

On Premises

Spacious, Fenced Ya~d .
Family Oriented, ·i
Quiet Street · ··

Hondas, Chevys, Acuras

.-m
m
c:
.-.-

$125.0P Moves You In

Queen Beds,

>

z
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2513 Spruce Street

Washer And Dryer

:!!
c

m

$400.00/Monthly
Call (813) 516-1559 ·
Or (813) 690-3320

.,

.-0
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Air Conditioned

Call (813) 477-7734

CHA, WDH

N

<D

Preferred

Older Adults Preferred

$600.00/Monthly
+Deposit

Room For Rent

$800.00/Monthly

Call (813) 335-0076
Or (813) 885-5226

Single Individuals

Clean, ·auiet

Spacious Duplex ·

Utilities Included ,_
I

Rooms For Rent

Call (813) 477-7734

USF Area Duplex ·

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

West Tampa

Call (813) 846-6657
(813) 244-9335

2112 W. Union Apt. #A

:s::
~

No Hidden·- CHARGES!
Call (813) 325-4330

Cable, Internet
Washer And Dryer

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA

Call (813) 785-1030

SENTINfEL BULLETif:l
ADVERTISERS

JUNK CAR

Before You File

Junk Cars

Bankruptcy

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

Call (813) 310-3434

DNA Testing
Paternity Test
We Come To You!

~
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Or Unwanted Cars

Florida Sentinel.

Highest Price Paid

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Free Tow Away 24/7

813.675.7040

!«·1:111 1J1: '·'44 !:Oil

I Buy Junk Cars

Convenient Shopping
From Home Or Office

At Affordable Prices
(813) 458-5107

www.uniquefashionsonline.com

..J
..J
::J

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148

..J

,. .

w
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"We Do Best Foi:n:.ess"
~

MAC DADDY
r

Lawn Service ··

oj: .,

Sis Harvey

~.

- Build With Equity

(813) 286-7500

- Buii~.APositive
· .Casti Flow

Credit Cards Accepted

Rental Business
Must Have Fair Credit
Must Have Cash To Close
Serious Inquiries·Only
1

~~

~

Caii _Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040

Hauling And Clean-Up

50 x 100 Lots $35.00 And

u..

YOUR HOUSE!

$65.00 Per Acre

Foreclosure

Homes Cash In 3 Days.
See

Our

Ad

In

The

Residential Remodeling
Carpentry, Room Additions
Roofing, Drywall
Plumbing, Ceramic Tile
Sidewalks, Patios
And Hauling

Tree Trimming Available
Prices May Vary
Call 813-477-7674

Call Eli (813) .325-4643

Florida Sentinel. ·

Lie #022650
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Up To 3 Months
Rent Free
,

~\';;

864 Square Feer --~
We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1,500.00
For.Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not

"

. Commercial Space
For Barber Shop Or Retail

Hair Salon For Sale
. ·... ~. :
Call (813)' 263-2506

May Help Finance
Some Fixtures

Micros Short Hair ·

$65

Micros Long Hair

$85

Kinky Twists

$65

, • Rent Negotiable

Box Plaits

$40

2409 East Lake Avenue

Weaves

$45

w

7 Days A Week

Space B

~

{813) 695-2438

Call (813) 238-6353

N

(!)

Evil Spells

OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

See

Our

Ad

In . The

Florida Sentinel.
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 675-7040

Phone (813) 506-9239

Affordable Outdoor
Recession Discount
Available

Weddings Receptions
Renew Vows

30 X 40 - 105 X 105

Accommodations Up

'

: Call For Deal!

813-77 4-6584

To 50 Guests
Betty Coleman
·~

· ~

·· Wedding Hostess

,

(813) 900-06~1 ' ...
(813) 228-9576

. t

· Trash Cleanup

We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
For FREE!

N

DON'T LET THOSE

'-

'

Or (813) 988-2794
'
.
For Detailed Information

For Person With Solid
Business Plan

813-767-4043
813-684-2075

For Your House

Avail Ltd.
www.scg-grp.com
' · · source#1 Bx· ·

.. 813.675.7040

Call Pastor Don Crumbly

Removes Bad Luck

Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

OTHER GUYS STEAL

Lease/RenUBuy Option

Cash In 3 Days

Lawn Care And

0

Buy

New Church In Tampa
Needs Building

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing

Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage

Lawns Start At $15.00

We

· Sister Grace

Phone (813) 245-9761

DON'T LET THOSE

~

..J

Rehab For Profit

Woodard Brothers

C3

_
L ucky Numbers
By Phone 1-800-780-4772

Etc .. . Sold Here

Tree Trimming

C/)

Evil, Reunites Lovers

In Real Estate

Call (813) 775-5990

Lie #ER13013733

Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

Helps All Problems Removes Bad Luck

Create Wealth Investing

Top$$$

. '"

Sister Dora

Readings That Are

. Outlets
~.

Orient Road & Faulkenburg

Honest And Firm ...
Candles, Oils, Incense

Learn How To

Receptacles, Lights,

' ";:·r-o.

Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone

SPIRITUALIS-

Botanica 11th Heaven

'

Ser:Vice .Upgrades

@ MLK & Central

50-1 00+ Capacity

In Any Condition

Title - No Title
No Problem- Any Shape!!

z

Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds

I Buy Cars

Breaker Panels And

::J
0.

SSI,'Section 8
(TANF), (LHEAP)

The

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

UNIQUE FASHIONS
ONLINE

Perfect - Not So Perfect

m

Food Stamps, Medicaid
Public Housing

4

Call Eric

:J

Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands,
Lots

. 813.675.7040

Designer Fashions

· Residentia~ And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Servjce

If You Receive

See Our
Ad In
Florida Sentinel.

Appliances And Metal

ELECTRICA

·YOUR HOUSEl

Or Acreage.

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91 @yahoo.com
Now Servicing
Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

C/)

m

See Our Ad In The

Free Pick Up Of Old

:I:

i=
w

We Buy Junk Cars

Monday - Saturday .

....

>
w
c
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Cash In 3 Days

Up To $500.00 & Up

w

~

Call (813) 784-8339

Payment Plans .
24-Hour Service

::J

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees

DON'T LET THOSE

Free School Lunch
We Buy Foreclosure Homes

Call (813) 410-0061

Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing

OTHER GUYS STEAL

Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling

Call For Appointment

Cheapest Rates
No Job Too Big
Or Small Including
Furniture Removal

(813) 567-1429

{813) 285-4674

Dave's Well Drilling
And Pump Service
Also Tree And
Limb Removal
Call (813) 986-0125
(813) 410-3507 (Cell)
Ask For Dave

.

. BUSINESS DIRECTORY
WARREN

"W"HIDDEN BR.OWN P.L.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

O:AWSON

,

MIAMI - TAMPA
Bend :\lotions
l'•·obotion Violations

~~ug:Aff;•~..es

H o~~:cid.J'Viol~nt Crime

1

Sex Offen ...es
D(llfBt:l

~:1r·

C.-imina) Defense &
Pe 1·sonal l njUI)'
(813)

2 7 2-2 2

OO

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

),uio ,\cdd<•flls
Moton:)·ck .\ ccidents
Uo:ttillg A•·cidcnt•
·wrongful De.:.th Claim•

·Personal Injury
·Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

.

402 East 7th Avenue, Tafflpa, FL 33602

221 .- 1800

Free lnllmn~tic.m Conci!ming Qu<Jh6catwns & Exp~ricii~vailalJlc l1p0n Rcquast. The; Humg Of
An Anf'mer b A.n hn}X'rtnnt Oectswn Th3t Should Nflt Be Bot sed $nkly Up<'ll A dvertiSt:JIIc!nt~ Bcli.,re You
De CHit!, Ask Us TCl Send '\\ l\1 Free Wntteu lnfL-n naliNt

ATTOR~EYS

1112 E. Kenn edy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

&

COl'~SELORS
AT LAW

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS REAL ESTATE MEDIATION
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision .1nd should not be based upon adevert1sem en ts.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualification .tnd experience

LAW OFFICE OF CHE LOPARDO, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW- TAMPA, FLORIDA

FELONY • TRAFFIC • DUI • MISDEMEANOR

"T1

r0
~

BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 • VOP $249 to $949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

~

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

(/)

(813) 350-7923
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PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD
!he h1ring cf an a!tcrney t5 an trnpvrtar.t d~tSI C!"' that sho::ld net be. boS8d sole~; upcn od1Jert1sements
Before ·tou dGc:de ask :.Js. to send you f ree 'NIII'te:1 1r.format10n about cur qul:liflca\lcns ond expe rienc~ .
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Chapter 7 Liguidation

rr-

Arrested and Concemed ·
About You r
Legal Rights?
, Call T~nya Dugrce

Wipe Out Bad Debt!

Get Rid Of:
1. Judgments
2. liens
3. Bills
.
4. Unsecured Debts

I~A.
J

""0

c

(8JJ) l4 J.8-5253
Pnyment Plan~ AvaiJ:~hl..!
\Vith NO CRI·D!T CI!I-.CK

•
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Post-Conriction Procccdinl4s, Scalinl4 Criminal Recurd8 and Appeals- '
3111 Wl'$t t\'U~K. Jr..Blvd., Suite 11HI, Tampa, FL33607

<
m

"'"'~•"<~00~""

NORE NE C OPE LAND MI L J.ER.

Assistant Dir~ctor Of
Recruitment And Admis ~ions

~

~I.S .

-t
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m
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School Of .Hu m ~ n S~rvic~s- Tampa C1mpu'
Email: n ~op d~mhmllc
lldcol.cdu ·

~

z>

"CALL RICKY"

c

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

::0

"T1

c
~

Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY
.. . All IRS rvlatters
Qv;er 20 Years Experience
Do :~·ot Face The IRS :\l one

Or Email: caflrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24 Hrs.JOay • FREE Consultation

"The Voice of Our."CommJJ,nity ·
Speaking for Itself'"
'; ./r
• Administrative Rep. (SSI. Workman's Comp)
.. .
• Civil Rights Restoration • Professional Proposals_.
• Civil & Criminal Cases (Small Claims, 3.850 Relief etc.)
• Legal Research • Professional Administrative Writing
• Foreclosure • Copyrights

Phone: (813) 300-7702 • Email: barristerrunner@gmail.com
Marzuq AI-Hakim - Paralegal
Cirise Tavi~re - Paralegal/ Judicial Investigator

L
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R. E. Mcintosh, LLC
l!..'nrolled'Ageirt

I AetAs
.
lour P(Jwer qt~1ttorne_i·
Ami
·
Will .V~tgiJiiate For }vu Tci
Stop Liens And Le1~vs

Fax: 81 3-984-8324

Email : ·

ma(mci ntoslr~t \\ \)l']d net.att .net

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call LaVora.Or Betty At 813-248-1...921 ..
DEADLINE For ~lacing Business Directory Ads I~ FRIDAY AT 3 P.M.

·.
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GEOR

E E. SHAW

BAIL BONDS

Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092

Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. • {863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663

. REEVES BU1lDINQ1 PLUMBING
& ROOFING COa'iTRACTOR
• COMMERCIAL
• ROOFING
• REMODELING
• REPAIR
•HOME
REHABILITATION

f».'IJ~

• RESIDENTIAL
• PLUMBING
• ADDITIONS
• CONCRETE
SLABS

All Accident
&
Injury Claims

For All Your Construction Needs ...
Call Reeves

813-238-6197

• AUTOMOBILE
• BIKE/BOAT/BUS
• ANIMAL BITES
•WORKERS
COMPENSATION
• WRONGFUL DEATH
• NURSING HOME
INJURIES
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A·A·A Attorney
Referral Service

1·800·733-5342:
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ACCIDENT VICTIMS1
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Injured In Accident?

l1cense.d & £lor.de.d. CCC1 J26860 cr-C0?.5583-C8C 1251478
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Toll Free: (866) 394-8038
Office: (727) 906-9693
Cell: {727) 492-6317
Llcemed, Insured, Bonded · tCB· t.'060567
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Home Service
99.9% Accurate
Payment Plan OpltJ~~-::~ ::t.Jo

Office
Call Today & Schedule

I
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SERVICES:
Business Administration
NOTARY: Authenticate
Signatures/Oaths
For: Marriage Ceremonies
Wills a Power-Of-Attorney
Signing Agent • Etc.

1-888-651-5777

FREE NOTARY FOR:

·...:): : : : SPENCERT. CROWELL.
·,:.::\::?
· ==·:::=::

..::;:::::::::i!i!

Financial Services
Professional

~

.

FL Ins. Lie.# P00~002

Licensed Agent

For Service Call

.

. 31 09 W. Dr. Martin luther King Blvd.
Suite 300 • Tampa, Fl33607
Tel: 813-281-0100 • Cel: 813-732-0411

stcrowell@ft.newyorklife.com

'

More Services Available By R.equest

.:,(:(/ New York Life Insurance Company
: ·=.-:.=:.:=;:

"' Permission Forms For Youth
Anyone Living In Subsidized Housing
Elderly 65 And Older
Anyone Conducting Business With
Tamara's Secretarial Service

Tamara

813-482-8238 Or

